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ABSTRACT

While very little attention has been paid to the possibility of another genocide in Rwanda,
prior genocide is an important risk factor for recurrence. Yet a lack of in-depth
quantitative and qualitative analysis on this likelihood is leaving a gaping hole in the field
of genocide prevention. Scholars and non-governmental organizations have failed to
provide a full-scale scrutiny of today’s Rwanda while at the same time admitting it is a
country at risk for possible large scale conflict and criticizing the international
community’s failure to act in 1994.
This research fills a significant hole in the current literature by analyzing
the existing conditions for conflict recurrence in Rwanda using two never before
contrasted early warning models and placing them side by side for a more complete risk
assessment profile. For this research, I employ the use of Barbara Harff’s 2003 Risk
Assessment Model as promoted by the United Nations in early genocide detection as well
as the Sentinel Project’s genocide risk factors list. My research asks, utilizing these two
early warning models for genocide in Rwanda, has the possibility of genocide changed
over the course of the last eighteen years – has Rwanda stabilized or is the possibility of
genocide recurrence still present? This examination into Rwanda’s present also has
implications for what steps the international community should take in order to prevent
future tragedies.
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You can outdistance that which is running after you, but not what is running inside of
you.
-Rwandan Proverb

A common humanity is not just something you recognize, it's something you actively
pursue. It’s something in which, if you believe, you must engage. You can’t just sit back
and agree with the idea or it won’t hold weight.

Dedicated to Rwanda’s future
And the world’s humanity.
Blood is thicker than water
And we’re all connected.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
FARG
Fonds Fonds National pour l'Assistance aux Rescapés du Génocide
A fund for the support of genocide survivors, this is technically supposed to
be available for both Hutu and Tutsi genocide survivors. In the past, this has
not always been the case with much documentation of aid being denied to
Hutu survivors while Tutsi who were not even in the country at the time of
the genocide have been at times able to access it. Recently, the FARG has
received much scrutiny and an investigation on the issue is being conducted.
So far as the author can tell at time of publication, the scrutiny is not related
to disproportionate access of funds by Tutsi and instead hinges upon the
creation of ghost beneficiaries, poor construction of survivors’ homes,
corruption, and mismanagement.
RPF

The Rwandan Patriotic Front is the current ruling party of Rwanda with Paul
Kagame as president. The party was created in 1987 in Uganda by the Tutsi
diaspora community.

UNHCR United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
UN

United Nations

SOC

Situation of concern

EWS

Early warning system
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KEY INDIVIDUALS
Paul Kagame

Current (6th) president of Rwanda and member of the
Rwandan Patriotic Front, Kagame is a Tutsi who is given
credit for ending the 1994 genocide despite evidence of
his involvement. The sixth and current president, Kagame
is in his third term due to recent amendments in the
Constitution allowing for extension on the previous two
term limit.

Victoire Ingabire

Ingabire is a major presidential opponent to Kagame. She
is a member of the Unified Democratic Forces (UDF), a
coalition of multiple parties with a large base of support in
Rwanda, Europe, United States, and Canada. She was
barred from running in the 2010 elections and jailed in
2011. She represents the largest ethnic group in Rwanda,
the Hutu.

Jean-Léonard
Rugambage

Frequently mentioned in regards to freedom of the press in
Rwanda, he was acting editor of the newspaper
Umuvugizi until he was shot dead in front of his home on
24 June 2010.

Pasteur Bizimungu

Former (5th) President of Rwanda and considered to be of
Hutu background, he worked with the Hutu MRND
regime until he joined the mainly Tutsi Rwandan Patriotic
Front in 1990.

Juvénal Habyarimana

Former (3rd) president of Rwanda, he is famous for
favoring his own (Hutu) ethnic group and supporting the
Hutu majority in neighboring Burundi against the Tutsi
government there. He was killed April 6, 1994 in a plane
crash – elemental to the start of the 1994 genocide.
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Théodore
Sindikubwabo

Interim president of Rwanda (4th) who served 8 April 1994
to 19 July 1994, but fled after the genocide ended.
Considered Hutu; he was a part of the MRND party.
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Note to the Reader:
Let me first start out by saying that I am not Rwandan. I am American. And I am an
observer. As such, I see there to be significant issues within the country. This does not
mean that I do not see significant issues within other countries as well including the
United States. However, my thesis specifically deals with Rwanda. I know Rwandans
that are both very critical and those that are not of the Kagame regime so my critical lens
is not necessarily different than you could find from Rwandans willing to speak out. I
understand the controversial nature of my thesis but feel it is an important step to include
Rwanda among countries at risk for mass violence in hopes that Rwandan authorities will
be able to respond by mending areas that are at highest risk in these analyses. I am not an
enemy of Rwanda. I think it is wonderful that the government is doing significantly well
in many areas if all of these reports are truly representative. But I do think things need to
be addressed looking at the history and current policies within Rwanda and how those
congregate to translate into impacts upon the population. The concern that I have is that
in Rwanda, unlike, for example, Sudan or Mexico or Syria or even Burundi, the Rwandan
regime and indeed Kagame are often praised for improvements in health, in women’s
representation and therefore space is given when it comes to political rights. I blame no
one; I would much rather be idealistic than realistic. But because Rwanda has such a
following internationally, it is easy to overlook the potentially dangerous aspects of
policies within the government, how they are translated upon the population and
therefore ignored. We all want to see the best in each other, especially without a political
will or motivation to do otherwise. I hope that this analysis drives others to engage in the
interconnectedness of humanity and the desire for an elimination of genocide and crimes
against humanity within their own government’s practices and others.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
When evil doing comes like falling rain,
Nobody calls out, ‘stop!’
When crimes begin to pile up
They become invisible
When sufferings become unendurable,
The cries are no longer heard
The cries, too, fall like rain in summer
-Bertolt Brecht
Humans have an incredible capacity to commit the most unspeakable acts. Among the
most horrendous of these is genocide. Recognizing that genocide is among a number of
atrocities the human race is capable of1, as well as the pervasive and lasting impacts2 such
transgressions can have upon a society, on 17 June 1992 United Nations Secretary
General Boutros Ghali called for strengthening of early warning systems that incorporate
information about “political indicators to assess whether a threat to peace exists and to
analyze what actions might be taken by the United Nations to alleviate it” (Ghali 1997).
Out of this background emerged two early warning models I will use3 for the purpose of
this experiment – Barbara Harff’s 2003 Risk Assessment Model and the Sentinel
Project’s Genocide Risk Factor List.

1

For analysis of Western involvement, see A People Betrayed: the Role of the West in Rwanda’s Genocide.
Melvern, L. 2000.
2
To see more Rwanda-specific data on the psychological impacts, see: 1) Bolton, Paul. “Local Perceptions
of the Mental Health Effects of the Rwandan Genocide”. The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease
(2001) Vol. 189 Issue 4. Pages 243-248. 2) Dynegrov, Atle; Gupta, Leila; Gjelstad, Rolf; Mukanoheli,
Eugenie. “Trauma Exposure and Psychological Reactions to Genocide among Rwandan Children”. Journal
of Traumatic Stress (2000) Vol. 13 No. 1, pages 3-21. 3) Schaal, Susanne; Elbert, Thomas. “Ten Years
after the Genocide: Trauma Confrontation and Posttraumatic Stress in Rwandan Adolescents”. Journal of
Traumatic Stress 19 (2006). Pages 95-105
3
For more comprehensive reviews Harff recommends Davies and Gurr, Preventive Measures, and Ted
Robert Gurr and Barbara Harff, ‘Early Warning Systems’, in Kevin M. Cahill (ed.), Emergency Relief
Operations (New York: Fordham University Press for the Center of International Health and Cooperation,
2003), pp. 3-3. However, as she points out in “How to Use Global Risk Assessments to Anticipate and
Prevent Genocide,” “none of these organizations specifically focuses on risk assessment and early warning
of genocide and mass atrocities. More typically they identify and warn of general conflict situations. In
addition their efforts are neither systematic and data based, nor do they use explicit theoretical
frameworks.”
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Every early warning model4 faces challenges. Among these challenges is the very heart
of their existence – disagreement over the definition of the word ‘genocide’. Since its
invention by Raphael Lemkin in 1944, it has faced continual scrutiny5. The world’s
attempt to fit this term – created first as a result of a single historical event, the Holocaust
– into a myriad of diverse affairs worldwide has left scholars contemplating the
appropriateness of its definition. Raphael Lemkin created the term genocide from genos
(race, tribe) and the Latin cide (killing)6. The United Nations Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (United Nations 1948) has since
come up with an international legal definition of the term:
Any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a
national, ethnic, racial, or religious group, as such:
(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily harm or mental harm to members of the
group
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group the conditions of life
calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in
part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group
Since its inception, ‘genocide’ has entered the common vernacular and become widely
recognizable. It has been used by everyone from animal rights activists (Sztybel, D.
2006) to linguists (Skutnabb-Kangas, T. 2000). With it, scholars have developed their
own operational definitions of the term within methodologies designed especially for

4

Among those scholars that believe strongly in the potential impact of early warning models in the
prevention of genocide is Israel W. Charney. See “An Early Warning System Can Prevent Genocide”
Genocide William Dudley. Greenhaven Press, 2001.
5
Not only in regards to its definition but in the nature to which it was established legally. It is understood
that its definition was a political compromise to the Soviet Union, rather than to be theoretically unfit. See
Nersessian, David L. Genocide and Political Groups Oxford University Press, New York. 2010.
6
Indications that, contrary to popular understanding of the term, early modern and modern colonialism was
central to Raphael Lemkin’s conception of genocide. See McDonnell, Michael A,; Moses, Dirk A.
“Raphael Lemkin as Historian of Genocide in the Americas”. Journal of Genocide Research (2005), 7(4),
December. Pages 501-529.
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case analysis7. Possibly one of the most popular “omitted” elements for the political
science field is the admitted absence of political groups being killed, in whole or part8.
Notice that the term intent9 is included. This infers that genocide is a planned, well
thought out strategy rather than the sudden detonation of long-held ethnic divisions as
some coverage of Rwanda post-1994 genocide suggested10. As the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute explains, this means that there “is no such thing as
a ‘sudden crisis’, only a lack of information or analysis” (Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute 2012).

It seems the international community recognizes the importance of a paper trail as well.
The sudden rise of early warning systems has occurred as a result. An early warning
system has “a goal of early warning, […] is proactive engagement in the earlier stages of
potential conflicts or crises, to prevent or at least alleviate their more destructive
7

“Discussion has been focused on a number of main themes: the types of victim groups to be included
(possibly the most discussed issue); what it means to “destroy” and the meanings of “in whole” and “in
part”; the level of “intent” required; whether genocide is committed only by governments; whether there
are different types or levels of genocide; whether genocide must be systematic and sustained action or can
be sporadic; whether the time period is an issue; what does “as such” mean?” For more, see Charny, Israel
W. Encyclopedia of Genocide. “Definitions of Genocide and the Study of Genocide”.
8
Charny, Israel W. Encyclopedia of Genocide. “Classification of Genocide in Multiple Categories”. “The
definition of genocide adopted in the United Nations Convention on Genocide was a political compromise
that excluded mass killing of nationals of one’s own country be a government, especially if the actions
were defined as political actions. The prevailing opinion of scholars, including the United Nations’ own
Whitaker Commission, is to work toward revision of this definition to include political genocide.” This is
commonly referred to politicide, of which Barbara Harff defines as events in which the victims are defined
primarily in terms of their political position – their class, political beliefs, or
organized opposition to the state and the dominant group” in Barbara Harff “Recognizing Genocides and
Politicides,” in Genocide Watch, ed. Helen Fein (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1992), 28;
Barbara Harff and Ted Robert Gurr, “Toward an Empirical Theory of Genocides and Politicides:
Identification and Measurement of Cases Since 1945,” International Studies Quarterly, 32 (1988): 360.
9
For more information on the importance of this single word to the definition and the difficulty to
obtaining a single definition, see for example Goldsmith, K. “The Issue of Intent in the Genocide
Convention and Its Effect on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide: Towards a
Knowledge-Based Approach” Genocide Studies and Prevention. Volume 5 No. 3, December 2010. Pages
238-257.
10
There are many examples of journalists and commentators quoted in news reports citing “ancient tribal
hatreds” while the genocide occurred. For an example, see a very revealing exchange reproduced in
Samantha Power, A Problem from Hell”: America and the Age of Genocide (New York: Basic Books,
2002), pp 355–356. For another example, see Roger Rosenblatt, “The killer in the next tent: the surreal
horror of the Rwanda refugees,” New York Times Magazine, June 5, 1994, p 40.
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expressions” and their importance in the international realm to international politics,
peace and stability is undeniable (Davies 1998). Secretary-General Boutros BoutrosGhali’s call for early warning systems has been an important acknowledgement in the
international arena. As such, ever since he released that call for early warning systems,
“every significant internal review of the UN's role in the maintenance of peace and
security has called for the urgent need to develop a comprehensive and coordinated
conflict early warning system” (Zenko 2011). It is therefore shocking that systematic
analysis on the situation in Rwanda is not being analyzed and documented consistently.
Once named “the most horrible and systematic human massacre we have had occasion to
witness since the extermination of the Jews by the Nazis" (Melvern 2000), the
international community can’t afford to not keep a wary eye on the country. As noted,
“while it is now widely understood that the 1994 genocide was not a sudden explosion of
long-held ethnic tensions, it is perhaps less well-known that the war’s origins go back, in
part, to a wave of violence from 1959 to 1966” (Goose 1994). While the early warning
systems at present have a number of faults – partly due to the lack of a definitive list of
conditions that cause genocide in all situations – it is critical that Rwanda does not go
ignored in the new wave of early detection of mass violence due to its history of past
repetition. In recognition of the faults of early warning systems however, I have chosen
not one but two early warning systems in the analysis of contemporary Rwanda.

Methodology

This analysis is an intensive study of a single unit with an aim to generalize across a
larger set of units based on two early warning models, namely Barbara Harff’s 2003 Risk
Assessment and Sentinel Project’s Genocide Risk Factors. In this analysis, the unit is
Rwanda, the case is 1994-present and the observations are collected to a range of
variables according to the above listed early warning models. The objective is to develop
a risk assessment profile rather than an actual prediction of genocide in recognition that
causality of genocide is difficult to prove with the current lack of scholarship.
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The data is collected from secondary sources with a combination of both qualitative and
quantitative. Triangulation is achieved through the sheer quantity of indicators used,
models, and in the multitude of scholarship provided for each indicator.
I will first employ the Barbara Harff (2003) Risk Assessment Model as explained in her
article, “No lessons Learned from the Holocaust? Assessing Risks of Genocide and
Political Mass Murder since 1955,” and applied to Myanmar in “Applying the Ethnic
Rebellion Model and Risk Assessment Model to Conflict in Myanmar” by the Centre for
Non-Traditional Security Studies. This assessment is made up of seven indicators: prior
politicides or genocides, level of political upheaval fifteen years prior to the last
genocide, minority elite, exclusionary ideology, type of regime, trade openness, possible
targets in a future conflict and low economic development. Each indicator is measured
using the source illustrated in Table 1: Barbara Harff Indicators, Sources and Values.
The predicted values of this analysis will be graphed.

Indicator
Prior
Politicides/Genocides

Level of Political
Upheaval
Minority Elite
Exclusionary Ideology

Type of Regime

Trade Openness

Source
Sum of magnitudes of all state
failures occurring in the 15 years
preceding the onset of geno/politicide.
Hewitt’s estimates of
the likelihood of future instability in a
country
Minorities at Risk
This indicator was developed by Ted
R. Gurr and its significance
established from analyses by scholars
using the Minorities at Risk data (see
http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/mar).
Polity Global data sets

Total value of exports plus imports as
percentage of GDP

Value
See source
definition

<20, 3; 10-20, 2; 510, 1
Dichotomous
Dichotomous

Full autocracy, 3.5;
Partial autocracy,
2; Partial
democracy and
mixed regime, 0
Low openness
(<45), 2.5; Medium
(46-70), 1; High
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Economic Development

World Bank data on infant mortality

(>70), 0
Infant Mortality

Table 1: Barbara Harff Indicators, Sources, and Values

This model is a recommended tool of genocide prevention for the United Nation’s
Secretary General’s Special Adviser on the Prevention of Genocide. Due to the nature of
this model, relying on variables that are relatively stable over time, the model’s results
are likely to show little change over the course of pre- and post-Rwandan genocide. It
would not be expected to illustrate the differences and nuances in Rwanda. Therefore,
this early warning model will be complemented by the Sentinel Project’s Risk Factor List
for genocide as applied to Kenya in “The Risk of Genocide in Kenya” as an early
warning model.
The Sentinel Project’s early warning model contains thirty variables in four categories
and combines the strengths of many inter-related models created by renowned individuals
in the genocide studies field such as Ted Gurr, Ervin Staub, Helen Fein, Romeo Dallaire
and others, recognizing that it is impossible to choose one best model for analysis. The
scholarship basis for each indicator of the Sentinel Project’s risk factors is provided in the
appendix: Table 2: Scholarly Basis for each of the Sentinel Project’s Risk Factors.
Because predicting the future is necessarily difficult, triangulation through multiple
models is used. Each variable is analyzed through the use of quantitative political
indicators and qualitative media reports to paint an overall risk profile for genocide. By
reading and coding a sample of news articles on Rwanda over the last fifteen years, a
timeline can be created which fills in the lack of visible likely obscured by Barbara
Harff’s 2003 Risk Assessment Model. This is further supplemented by quantitative data
from indicators used in the Sentinel Project’s examination of Kenya. Together, these two
models – Barbara Harff’s 2003 Risk Assessment Model and the Sentinel Project’s Risk
Factor List analysis – provide balance and build a better risk assessment profile for
genocide in Rwanda than either model could do on its own.
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CHAPTER 2: MODEL ONE
The importance of Barbara Harff’s 2003 Risk Assessment stems from its acceptance by
the international community as well as is status amidst current literature that labels it as
“having developed the most systematic risk assessment of genocide” (Harff, 2009) As
part of the Global Instability Task Force for the United Nations, Barbara Harff has gained
international recognition. Her model, recommended to the United Nations in 2008
(Political Task Force, 2008), holds greater recognition on a global level than currently
does the Sentinel Project. What it lacks, however, are in the indicators. This type of study
for a country-year analysis relying on structural variables which do not change much
from year to year is less useful for observing change over time within a single country.
Table 2: Findings of the Barbara Harff 2003 Risk Assessment Model illustrates the
findings of a 2011-only examination of Rwanda according to this model. It’s more
general approach is useful for a more comparative nature in terms of determining
countries with more elevated risks internationally.

Genocides/Politicides

Yes; 1963-5, 1994

Minority Ethnic Elite

Yes (Tutsis)

Exclusionary Ideology

No

Regime Type

Partial Autocracy

Trade Openness

Very low

Targets of State Led Discrimination

Hutus

Risks of Future Instability

Low

Risk Index Score

12.0

Economic Development

High

Table 2: Findings of the Barbara Harff 2003 Risk Assessment Model (2011)
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The model, when applied and graphed by year in Figure 1: Barbara Harff Risk
Assessment Numerical Results illustrates a decreased trend for genocide in Rwanda that
has remained stable for numerous years post-genocide.

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
Series1
1
0.5
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

0

Years

Figure 1: Barbara Harff Risk Assessment Numerical Results

The original model based on Barbara Harff’s “No Lessons Learned from the Holocaust”
indicates a largely unchanged risk measurement of 2.33. However, according to the
author’s extensive research, exclusive ideology – which is rated as not present according
to the model applied and graphed above – still exists. It is only according to the
definition11 Barbara Harff employs for the measurement of ‘exclusive ideology’ that the
indicator is deemed not present. Indeed, in the same article for which Harff gives a score
of 0 for exclusive ideology, she admits that “Rwanda is still at risk, an example of
11

According to the original article, “No lessons Learned Since the Holocaust”, exclusive ideology is
operationally defined as 1) “adherents of strict variants of Marxism-Leninism”; 2) “Rulers of Islamic states
governed on the basis of Shari’a law”; 3) ‘Advocates of rigid anticommunist doctrines” […] and “national
security” regimes in some Latin American countries during the 1960s and 1970s’; 4) “Advocates of
doctrines of ethnic and ethno-nationalist superiority or exclusivity” 5) “Advocates of doctrines of strict
secular nationalism that exclude political participation of religious movements”;
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countries in which the greatest threat comes from exclusionary ideology – in this case,
the anti-Tutsi ideology of armed Hutu militants” (Harff 2011). Accounting for her
admission, the inclusion of the threat of ideological orientation is posed against the
previous results. This singular variable change is contrasted in Figure 2: Barbara Harff
Risk Assessment with Ideology as Variable. The result is a significant difference and
indicates that exclusive ideology is the only indicator that lowered the previous levels of
genocide risk in Rwanda according to this model. The result is a graph that presents a risk
of genocide in Rwanda today no different than 1994, at the height of mass extermination.

3.5
3
2.5
2
Series1
1.5

With Ideology

1
0.5
0
1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012

Figure 2: Barbara Harff Risk Assessment with Ideology as Variable

Adding detail to her risk assessment, we utilize infant mortality rates to measure the level
of economic development within the country. This is depicted in Figure 3: Adding
Economic Development to the 2003 Risk Assessment, again with the contrast between the
inclusion of ideology and its non-presence12. The graph this time, illustrates slight

12

The figure mistakenly depicts 1994 and the years leading up to as if there may or may not have been
exclusionary ideology, an element that would have been applicable in 1994. However, it is useful in
illustrating the nuance between contemporary levels with infant mortality measures included and the
contrast of Barbara Harff’s model against her own comments.
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changes. This is in part due to graph type as zooming in would illustrate the differences
better. However, in the interest of consistency, relatively the same size graph is depicted.
In 1993, the measure for possibility of genocide occurrence was 3.36758 in comparison
to 2010 which measured to 3.2246. However, while Barbara Harff admits that this
indicator is especially important for sub-Saharan Africa, Muslim countries, and countries
with ethnic wars (Goldstone et al. 2002), she also adds that “levels of economic
development, indexed here by infant mortality13, make no difference in the likelihood of
geno-/politicide once internal and adverse regime changes have begun” (making the
model particularly difficult to apply to Sudan, for example) (Harff 2003). The graph
below is utilized to add nuance to the situation in Rwanda which is a country not
currently in a situation of civil war.

4
3.5
3
2.5
No Ideo

2

Yes ideo

1.5
1
0.5
0
1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012

Figure 3: Adding Economic Development to the 2003 Risk Assessment

13

According to her Harff 2003, “extensive validation analyses by the Task Force suggest that infant
mortality rates are a good surrogate for a wide range of indicators of material standard of living and quality
of life [and] have greater reliability and somewhat better empirical results in models of risks of state failure
than indicators of Gross Domestic Product (GDP)/Gross National Product (GNP)” (64).
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While it should serve no surprise that edits have been made to the application of the Harff
model as the field of genocide prevention must evolve to improve the definitions inherent
in models in order to identify cases of possible genocide, it should be particularly
alarming that the result of these changes – made based on comments of the author of this
model – in at least Figure 2: Barbara Harff Risk Assessment with Ideology as Variable
are those that equate the risk of genocide in Rwanda today with 1994 levels. The small
amount of change that the addition of economic development adds to the graph does not
paint a starkly opposite picture. The application of this assessment which is named “the
most systematic risk assessment of genocide” then begs the question: Is Rwanda today at
the verge of another genocide?
This is why the Sentinel Project’s analysis is useful. Much more inclusive with its thirty
indicators, it provides a profile of Rwanda in terms of what may or may not contribute to
genocide recurrence. Its use in country analysis – should it present a depiction of a
number of high risk indicators – is also much more useful to the international community
in terms of understanding how to affect genocide’s end. However, its relative lack of
applied cases makes the international notoriety an important complementary model to
this project.
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CHAPTER 3: MODEL TWO

The Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention is a relatively new addition to the genocide
prevention field. Unlike any other entity, its scholarship includes the use of an Early
Warning System (EWS). Supported by a software system, it “combines elements of an
information management and decision support system based on theoretical research into
why genocides occur” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention). Its components are
perhaps better illustrated below in Figure 4: Early Warning System Components. Unlike
other organizations who maintain valuable watch lists of countries with recognized risk,
the Sentinel Project thrives to identify situations of concern at a much earlier stage by
conducting an annual global survey of countries based on the thirty indicators for which
is applied to Rwanda in this chapter.

Figure 4: Early Warning System Components
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Due to the comprehensive quantitative and qualitative nature of this investigation into a
country’s risk factors, potential non-violent changes are identified early on to prevent
genocide. The Sentinel Project utilizes a number of sources including non-governmental,
United Nations, governmental, and academic sources in its analyses. Identification a
situation that causes concern is shared not only with the next level of analysis within, but
is also shared with the threatened communities themselves and with other organizations
active in the field of genocide prevention. Once identified as a Situation of Concern
(SOC) based on Gregory Stanton’s frequently cited Eight Stages of Genocide, the
Operational Process Monitoring phase begins (Stanton 1998). According to the Sentinel
Project, “Conducted on an ongoing basis, the information gathered here will be primarily
event-based and will come from media and NGO reports, correspondents on the ground,
and contacts with target communities themselves” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention). In 2011, Sentinel Project presented at the Telecom World 2011 conference
in Geneva regarding its use of mobile integration in this phase of genocide prevention
(Tuckwood, Christopher). This technology is utilized by citizens to inform the Sentinel
Project of instances that may relate to an increase in genocide occurrence and for the
Sentinel Project to also share warnings of heightened genocide risk in the critical area
with those likely to be targets of genocide. This ensures action can be done without the
time lag and conflicts of interest of international intervention. Leveraging social media
and creative technology uses “ will help us to gauge how far the genocidal process has
progressed, identify trends and patterns, who the main actors are, establish whether
genocidal intent is present, and may inform operational prevention methods” (Sentinel
Project for Genocide Prevention). Below, Figure 5: Threatwiki Correlations illustrates
one element of this utilization of technology (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention
2011). Taken from Sentinel Project analysis on Kenya, the model is a representation of
what will in the future spread to any number of cases. Currently, Iran is the only other
publicly available interactive model and analysis. By clicking on any one of the number
of interactive tags, users are able to browse a timeline of relevant events regarding – in
this case – anything from police brutality in Kenya to impunity, reconciliation,
preparation of Al-Shabaab. The visualization of links between pairs of tags represents the
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strength of their correlation, providing an interactive but visually informative model for
use in genocide prevention scholarship.

Figure 5: Threatwiki Correlations

Figure 6: Threatwiki Timeline also illustrates a further utilization of this (Sentinel Project
for Genocide Prevention 2011). Beyond simply creating a timeline of events, it includes a
mapping of the locations events occurred, classifications for the way in which an event
adds to the possibility of genocide and links to articles about each event.
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Figure 6: Threatwiki Timeline
The organization has plans to develop a vulnerability assessment to “examine the
characteristics of the country and all the actors within an SOC to determine just how
vulnerable to attack that the threatened community is” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention). This phase will be the transition from research and prevention into
mitigation by hopefully identifying ways in which the threatened group can be prepared
and resilient as well as in assisting aid agencies in target areas of action. The last step
within the structure of this genocide prevention organization is forecasting. Currently, the
Sentinel Project is focusing on “developing a tool for tracking, tagging and visualizing
events” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention). Determining likely advances and
methods of the genocide are important to inform policy decisions and further mitigation
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and prevention efforts. While these last two steps are still in the planning phase, this sets
the Sentinel Project apart from Barbara Harff significantly. Its grassroots approach and
focus on informed decision making, keeping key players well-integrated within its
methods, set up the Sentinel Project to be unique in its field. Also engaging universities
in the United States to involve the next generation in genocide prevention action, the
Sentinel Project is a unique approach to genocide prevention (Leong, Lisa). Despite all of
this, limited recognition by the scholarly community has taken place at time of author’s
publication despite extensive searches utilizing the organization itself, Google scholar,
and a number of other databases.
In application to the case of Rwanda, the figure below identifies each genocide risk factor
according to the Sentinel Project’s Risk Factor List (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention). I utilize the Sentinel Project’s own application of the indicators to Kenya in
determination of sources. For this analysis, a number of academic sources, international
news sources, United Nations, governmental and non-governmental sources are utilized.
Highly cited quantitative measures are used derived from sources such as the Human
Development Index, the Global Peace Index and the Economic Intelligence Unit
Democracy Index. See Table 3: Sentinel Project Risk: Indicators and Sources for an
outline of each of the Sentinel Project Risk Factors and a summary of sources used in this
case study. Please note that this does not necessarily represent all sources utilized and
certainly does not utilize all sources considered in the writing of this thesis.

1)






2)




Degree of Democracy
Economic Intelligence Unit Democracy Index
Freedom House
Systematic Peace Authority Trends
Filip Reyntjens
Boston Globe
Umuvugizi (Rwandan exile community news source)
State Security Agencies Operate with Few Constraints
Scott Straus
Global Integrity Reports
Gerard Prunier
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3)





4)




5)


6)



Ravi Bhavani
Isolation from International Community
Axel Dreher
Noel Gaston
Pim Martens
Lotte Van Boxem
KOF Swiss Economic Institute Globalisation Index
High Level Military Expenditure
Andrea Purdeková
Human Rights Watch
Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
Frequent Changes in Political Leadership
Human Rights Watch
British Broadcasting Corporation
Orientation Towards Force and Coercion to Seize and Maintain Power
Failed States Index
Fund for Peace
Foreign Policy
7) Commitment to Harmful Ideology
 Human Rights Watch
 Donna Bryson
 Barbara Harff
 Graseck, et. Al
 S. K. Lischer
 R. Lemarchand
 Susan Buckley-Zistel
 Vamik Volkan
8) Charismatic Leadership that Generates Mass Followership
 Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative reports
 Jennifer Melvin
9) Degree of Freedom of Speech
 Robert Mukombozi (UNESCO Report)
 British Broadcasting Corporation
 Tim Whewell
 Gerard Prunier
 Reuters
 Reporters Without Borders
10) Installation of Newly Created Regime
 State Failure Index
 Fund for Peace
 Foreign Policy
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11) Ruling Group Deems Outgroup Dangerous
 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
 James C. McKinley Jr.
 Howard French
 Jenny Cuffe
 J.G. Cooke (Center for Strategic and International Studies)
12) Severe Government Discrimination or Active Repression Against Communal
Groups
 Minorities at Risk Index
13) Exclusive Group Based Rule
 Gerard Prunier
 Minorities at Risk Index
14) Economic Status of Regime
 Republic of Rwanda Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning
 World Bank
15) Long Term Difficult Life Conditions
 United Nations Human Development Index
16) Sudden and Severe Economic Hardship
 J.G. Cooke (Center for Strategic and International Studies)
17) Socio-Economic Deprivation Combined with Group Based Inequality
 Lindsay McLean-Hilker (incl. Education for All Global Monitoring Report
for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)
 Beth Lewis Samuelson
 Sarah Warshauer Freedman
 Louis-Jean Calvet
 LeClerc
 Anna Obura
 Gerard Prunier
 Amnesty International
 J. Walker-Kelher
 Institute for Peace and Dialogue for Research
 Heidy Rombouts
 Pierre Erny
 Félicité Muhimpundu
 Alain Mougniotte
18) Existence of Distinctive Groups Separated by Social Divisions
 Jean Hatzfeld
19) Cultural Deprivation of Outgroup
 Minorities at Risk Index
 British Broadcasting Corporation
20) Prior Persecution of Outgroup
 Minorities at Risk Index
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 British Broadcasting Corporation
21) Legacy of Intergroup Hatred or Grievance
 New York Times
 British Broadcasting Corporation
22) Population Growth and Youth Bulge
 United Nations Population Division
 Human Rights Watch
 Josh Ruxin
 Marc Sommers
 Antoinette Habinshuti
23) Ethnic Nationalism
 Speeches of Paul Kagame
24) Outgroup Viewed as an Obstacle to Economic Progress
 Republic of Rwanda Ministry of Finance and Planning
25) Political Upheaval
 Global Peace Index
 Peace and Conflict Instability Ledger
26) Conflicts over Status, Power, Rights
 Minorities at Risk Index
 Republic of Rwanda Ministry of Finance and Planning
 State Failure Index
27) History of Conflict
 British Broadcasting Corporation
28) History of Genocide
 British Broadcasting Corporation
29) Ongoing Insurgency or Civil War
 British Broadcasting Corporation
 Barbara Harff
30) Large Scale, Non-violent Anti-government Protest
 British Broadcasting Corporation
 Umuvugizi
Table 3: Sentinel Project: Indicators and Sources
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1- Low Degree of Democracy
“Compliance with democratic norms such as protecting rights and freedoms and
ensuring citizen participation in government reduces the risk of genocide. Autocratic
governments are more likely to use violence and coercion to quell internal opposition
while established democracies tend to tolerate political participation, including violent
protests” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).
Rwanda is listed by the Central Intelligence Agency as having a multi-party, presidential,
republic regime (Central Intelligence Agency 2012). The Economic Intelligence Unit’s
Democracy Index scored Rwanda at 3.8 (out of 10) in 2010 (Economic Intelligence Unit
2010). This is a decrease of 0.45 since 2008 but may be in part due to underlying trends
in many countries exacerbated by post-2008 economic crisis as eight other countries in
Sub-Sahara Africa also faced declines since 2008. Freedom House has similarly
categorized Rwanda as “not free” noting a downward trend due to “a severe crackdown
on opposition politicians, journalists, and civil society activists in the run-up to a deeply
flawed August 2010 presidential election” (Freedom House 2011). Figure 7: Authority
Trends of Rwanda 1961-2010 illustrates this descent (Systemic Peace 2011). Despite
these more recent downhill slides Rwanda remains at a level of greater authority than pre1994 and during the genocide itself. According to one analysis of the human rights
situation in Rwanda,
“It uses the constitution opportunistically as a façade, which hides the
exclusionary and repressive nature of the regime; relies on power structures that
sometimes run parallel to, and sometimes cross-cuts, the formal government; and
in which the army plays a central role (Sometimes Rwanda is described as “an
army with a state”, and at other times the army is described as “soldats sans
frontières”, or “soldiers without borders”)” (Ghai 2009).
This presents a startling concern. See footnote 13 for further information on how the
genocide came from the very top of Rwanda’s elite; a characteristic that is further
consolidated in future attacks through greater authority levels.
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Figure 7: Authority Trends of Rwanda 1961-2010

Higher levels of authority translate into greater authority than those previous to the
genocide and thus less democracy. Elections have been deeply flawed in Rwanda but
largely kept discreet in regards to extent (Reyntjens, 2009). Rwanda’s autocratic
government has not failed to use violence “at home or abroad when it suits it” (Boston
Globe 2012). Multiple reports indicate the Rwandan government is extremely interested
in the activities and whereabouts of Rwandan refugees living outside the country; a
Rwandan ambassador to Sweden was removed from the country by Swedish authorities
due to actions including “spying on and harassing [Rwandan] refugees” (Nkuliza 2012)
and the Rwandan government is allegedly connected to instability in France and Belgium
meant to undermine the security in both countries (due to Rwanda’s fragile relationships
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with colonial ties)14. An interview with Sylvie Umubyeyi illustrates her concerns (which
are not necessarily held by all Rwandans):
“When I telephoned Butare, in my native region, I heard, ‘Here, too, a catastrophe
is brewing. Everyone’s talking about it. The survivors raise their voices in anger.
The authorities are threatening those who speak out of line. Fragile survivors are
collapsing in anguish. Your cousin, she’s making herself sick over it’” (Hatzfeld
2003).
This depicts the situation for one interviewee in 2003 (or just prior). It is not conclusive
for the majority. However, in relation to the quantitative data, it describes a graph that
current numbers simply cannot fully exemplify. This indicator seems to be one that
should remain of important concern especially.

14

Kagabo. “Kagame’s Spies Cause Insecurity in France and Belgium in an Offensive to Both Undermine
State Security of Two Nations and to Sabotage Any Future Demonstrations” Umuvigizi. London. 14
December 2011; Kagabo. “President Kagame’s Intelligence Services Forging Information to Implicate
French Soldiers in 1994 Genocide” Umuvugizi. London. 17 November 2011; Kagabo “Kagame’s Spies
Continue to Harass Rwandans in Belgium” Umuvugizi. London. 28 November 2011
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2 - State Security Agencies Operate with Few Constraints
“Security forces that operate with some degree of independence from legal or regulatory
oversight are much more likely to commit serious human rights violations. This increases
the risk of genocide because they may react to threats by committing mass atrocities. The
risk is even greater if the forces in question are committed to a harmful ideology or the
personal dominance of a ruler or elite” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)

In the 2011 Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index, Rwanda was
ranked 49 (Transparency International 2010) out of 182 countries and was listed as being
“very strong” in anti-corruption law by the 2009 Global Integrity Report (Global Integrity
2009). This usually positive indicator is representative of a very strong, centrally
powerful Rwandan government whose control was exercised in the 1994 strategic
planning and production of the 1994 genocide. This has potential for concern due to its
central role in previous atrocities; there is wide consensus that the planning and orders
came from the very top of Rwanda’s political and intellectual elite.15 Unfortunately, this
measurement was not designed for observation over a period of time so it cannot be
compared to other years. However, the strong central authority and the effectiveness of
the Rwandan government is still visible today by the “cleanest” streets in the region,
environmental regulations against polythene bags and umuganda,16 a monthly community
service requirement for all Rwandans.17 This seemingly benign practice is a double-edged
sword: it is a form of social control and its continued practice contributes in part to the
“unquestioning,” “obedient,” and “conformist” behavior of genocide perpetrators in
Rwanda’s history (Hintjens 1999; Prunier 1995; Straus 2005) – in the midst of a
genocide whose actions “sanctioned by the state” (Bhavnani, R. 2006).

15

See Peter Uvin on the predominance of “elite manipulation” in Rwanda’s 1994 genocide: “Reading the
Rwandan Genocide”. International Studies Review, Vol 3; No 3. 2001.
16
Scholars have noted the impact of umuganda in creating a culture of following orders from above. See
Smith, David Norman. “The Psychological Roots of Genocide. Legitimacy and Crisis in Rwanda”.
American Psychologist. 1 July 1998. Pages 743-753; Reyntjens, E (1994). L'Afrique des Grands Lacs en
crise [Great Lakes Africa in Crisis]. Paris: Karthala.
17
Dagan, David. “The Cleanest Place in Africa”. Foreign Policy. 11 October 2011.
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/10/19/rwanda_the_cleanest_place_in_africa?page=0,3
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3 - Isolation from the International Community
“Isolation from interaction with other states makes regimes less predictable in their
actions. There are few avenues for sanction in this case, therefore such regimes lack
incentive to conform to accepted norms because they perceive a lower cost for violations.
This may increase the risk of genocide when such regimes are faced with internal
challenges and feel they have more freedom to use violent repression” (Sentinel Project
for Genocide Prevention 2011).

According to the KOF Swiss Economic Institute's 2011 Globalisation Index, which
attempts to measure a country’s degree of integration with the rest of the international
community socially, politically and economically, Rwanda is ranked overall 105 out of
208 for a political globalization score of 66.66 just above the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (Swiss 2011). Despite this score as an aggregate for social, economic and political
integration, the index identifies Rwanda as being the least integrated country in economic
terms (Dreher et. al 2009). The same year however, Rwanda joined the Commonwealth,
indicating a step towards greater economic integration, to be the first country18 without a
colonial tie to Britain since rules regarding state’s entry were formalized. According to
coverage of the event, Rwanda’s information minister Louise Mushikiwabo stated,
"Rwandans are ready to seize economic, political, cultural and other opportunities offered
by the Commonwealth network" (Pflanz 2009). This perhaps captures the spirit that
Rwanda seems to be taking in regards to involvement with the international community.
Thus, this indicator does not seem to cause heightened alarm in regards to the possibility
of genocide occurring in Rwanda’s future. However, it is noteworthy that the
investigation prior to Rwanda’s acceptance to the Commonwealth included a
recommendation to “set up a procedure to examine the eligibility of Rwanda for
membership and the consequences for the Commonwealth of the expansion in its
members” because “this report makes it clear that Rwanda does not satisfy the test of
Commonwealth values” (Ghai 2009). Further research revealed an opinion article
18

Mozambique was technically the first country without colonial ties to the Anglophone community but
this was before rules were formally laid out regarding a state’s admission.
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published by the Commonwealth Advisory Bureau which also provided a critical
reception to Rwanda’s acceptance by the union.
“The RPF’s stated commitment to the promotion of unity and reconciliation
obscures issues of impunity, restricted freedom of press and accusations of
genocide ideology against political opponents. The promotion of uneven
development is equally concealed by the government’s high standards of
technocratic governance and the projection of the nation as a stable and
prosperous place to invest. If the Commonwealth is indeed committed to the
values of democracy, freedom and equal rights, it ought to look beyond the veneer
of unity and reconciliation to consider the ways in which government
programming infringes upon human rights and democracy. The political images
disseminated by the RPF government may be attractive to domestic and
international audiences, but they mask many of the violations and inequalities that
blemish the Commonwealth’s newest member.” (Melvin 2012)
While these reviews do not encourage a dismissal of Rwanda’s application or presence in
the Commonwealth, they are examples cautious to embrace the Commonwealth’s newest
member and more conscious of the social, political and economic situation of
contemporary Rwanda. The implied recommendations for continued analysis are an
important note to this otherwise very positive looking indicator to Rwanda’s future.
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4 – High Level of Military Expenditure
“Military spending levels relative to population size reveal how security is prioritized in
a given state. It may also provide context to the perception of threats and indicate the
level of influence wielded by the military. High levels of expenditure make the military
more likely to be used as a first choice for addressing threats or resolving conflict”
(Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)
Security has remained the first priority of the Rwandan government since 1994
(“Consensual Democracy”). According to an interview with a civil servant, it seems that
“the party [RPF] is more powerful than the state. The party controls the state” (Purdeková
2011). This tiny country has five levels of government: 4 intara (provinces), 30 uturere
(districts), 416 imirenge (sectors), 2,146 utugari (cells) and 14,876 imidugudu (villages)
so that directives and information from the top reach people very fast (Purdeková, A.
2011).
While in the year 2000, already ten years ago, there was an improvement in the human
rights situation, according to a United Nations Report, it seems directly related to the
government’s success in 1999 in putting down the Hutu Power insurgency in north-west
Rwanda. In doing so, Human Rights Watch reported, “Its troops killed tens of thousands
of people, many of them civilians, and forced hundreds of thousands to move into
government-established ‘villages’” (Human Rights Watch 1999). But as the army got
control of the situation, so the general human rights atmosphere in the country improved
and the number of those ‘disappeared’ by the government diminished.
Since then, the human rights record has continued to face scrutiny. In 2009, a report by
the New Delhi-based Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative should not allow Rwanda
to join the Commonwealth due to considerable doubts about the commitment the current
regime has towards human rights and democracy. According to Yash Ghai’s report,
“[Rwanda] has not hesitated to use violence at home or abroad when it has suited it”19
(Ghai 2009).

19

The overwhelming argument is that Rwanda is not the only country to do so. While this is certainly true,
reports of harassment towards its own citizens in exile is certainly concerning. See endnote 19.
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The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute gives consistent time series of the
military spending of 172 countries since 1988, allowing comparison of countries’ military
spending in local currency, at current prices, in US dollars, at constant prices and
exchange rates and as a share of GDP. The graph below, Figure 8: Rwanda’s Military
Expenditure as Percent of GDP (Stockholm International Peace Research Institute 2012)
illustrates how much lower the 2009 military expenditures of Rwanda are today in
comparison to the years leading up the 1994 genocide – the military expenditure of
Rwanda was USD $75.3 million or 1.4% of GDP in 2009 (Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute 2012).
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Figure 8: Rwanda’s Military Expenditure as Percent of GDP

This suggests that this particular indicator is not at present a noteworthy contributor to the
possibility of genocide. However, noting the significant spikes in military expenditure as
a percent of the gross domestic product of Rwanda illustrates that this played an
important role just shortly before – and indeed even just after – the 1994 genocide and
thus could again be an important indicator in the future possibility of genocide should the
risk heighten. While not significant today, it this indicator deserves continued analysis.
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5 – Frequent Changes in Political Leadership
“There is a correlation between frequent leadership changes and an increased likelihood
of mass killing. This link may be due to unstable elites with unconsolidated authority who
will resort to mass killing in order to retain power if threatened, as where more
entrenched regimes may not feel this is necessary. Regimes which have come to power
through violence may also be more sensitive to internal threats and overreact to any
challenges” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)
Based on my research, Rwanda is a country largely stable in this regard. While some
exceptions may be present,20 Kagame holds the undisputed power in Rwanda. Anyone
who challenges that is subject to his wrath - whether in Rwanda or abroad, exile or non,
government or ex-government.21 In July 1999, for example, the entire Supreme Court
was replaced in one way or another but the power of the state remained stable (Human
Rights Watch 1999). This contributes to the depiction of the level of authoritative and
central control of which the government has over the country. Those that once had
positions of leadership within Rwanda’s political system and determine to leave it may
end up similar to Faustin Kayumba Nyamwasa, a “Rwandan general in exile in South
Africa [since February 2010]” and was “once a close ally of President Kagame” but has
since “become an outspoken government critic” who, on Jun 19, 2010, was seriously
injured in a murder attempt in Johannesburg” (Human Rights Watch 2011). Reports
depict a government that has not eased on its harassment of dissidents, especially in
leading up to elections (Human Rights Watch 2011). This indicator then remains a
critical point of analysis for Rwanda – whether in regards to the possibility of genocide or
human rights abuses more generally.

20

BBC learned of at least three exiled Rwandans living in the UK who were told their lives are at risk by
the Rwandan government during the year 2011. The threats were said to be due to being openly critical of
President Kagame. See Suffe, Jenny. “Call to Stop Rwandan Aid Over Death Threats to Exiles”. BBC
News. 7 August 2011. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-14217337
21
For example, see information on former Rwandan army chief of staff General Kayumba Nyamwasa or ,
former chief of Rwandan intelligence Patrick Karegeya.
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REGIME AND IDEOLOGY
6 - Orientation towards Force and Coercion to Seize and Maintain Power
“Elites accustomed to using violence in response to challenges to their power are more
likely to use coercion against real or perceived threats. This may escalate into mass
atrocities and genocide, which are more likely to be viewed as acceptable measures”
(Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)

An important quantitative measure in regards to this measure may be the level of state
legitimacy the government holds. In authoritative regimes that do not give up power
easily, a lack of legitimacy may mean a need to seize power through coercion. The Failed
States Index identifies a decreasing level of state legitimacy in Rwanda (ranked 7.1, 7.5,
7.9, 8.2, 8.5, 8.7, and 9.5 for the years 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006 and 2005
respectively) which coincide with both an increase in the intensity of security apparatuses
and an increase in the violation of human rights and rule of law levels (Foreign Policy,
Fund for Peace 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005). Information regarding the
Rwanda government’s harassment of refugees living in exile abroad further supplements
this illustration, provided on page 52. Based on quantitative and qualitative measures, this
indicator plays an increasingly important role in analysis of potential genocide recurrence
in Rwanda.
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7 - Commitment to a Harmful Ideology
“Regimes are more likely to commit genocide when they subscribe to belief systems that
justify the dominance or expansion of specific groups which are viewed as superior or the
subjection of others who are seen as inferior. Such ideologies may be exclusionary,
antagonistic, or revolutionary in nature and generally promote the separation of groups,
hostility between them, and dehumanization of outgroup members. These messages may
lead to genocide by psychologically preparing people to participate in the persecution
and killing of target groups or to stand idly by while others do so” (Sentinel Project for
Genocide Prevention 2011).
Exclusionary Ideology

While the Barbara Harff analysis concludes that there is a lack of exclusionary ideology,
this is part fallacy. Barbara Harff herself notes that “Rwanda is still at risk, an example of
countries in which the greatest threat comes from exclusionary ideology – in this case,
the anti-Tutsi ideology of armed Hutu militants” (Harff 2011). However, according to the
model’s definition22 of exclusionary ideology, this cannot be fully illustrated with the use
of her model. Her model is based upon the understanding that government must play a
critical role in genocide while it is now understood that “government involvement is not
necessary for genocides to occur” (Graseck, et. al 2005).
Indeed, a number of scholars and journalists note the threat of Hutu expatriates in
neighboring countries. From eastern Zaire, “at least 50,000 Hutu militants and ex-army
continued to recruit fighters, import arms and launch attacks into Rwanda” (Lischer
2011). However, “exclusionary ideology” in Rwanda may be present within the country
by another threat beyond these exiled militants - the identity that we are all Rwandan.23

22

Her definition is based on whether leaders adhere to a belief system that identifies some overriding
purpose or principle that justifies efforts to restrict, persecute, or eliminate certain categories of people. She
provides the following example: Although Somalia has no effective central government, Islamist groups
have imposed strict Shari’ah-based directives on the people they control. See Barbara Harff. Risk
Assessment 2011. Genocide Prevention Advisory Network. Page 54.
23
For further study of the government’s attempt to create a collective identity and its damaging counter
effects in eliminating a space differences and silence criticism and legitimate grievances, see Susanna
Buckley-Zistel. “Dividing and Uniting: The Use of Citizenship Discourses in Conflict and Reconciliation
in Rwanda”. Global Society, Vol. 20, No. 1, January 2006. Pages 101-113.
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While political factions in Rwanda have been ethnically based since independence, the
country has taken steps to eliminate this division. One example of this is the refusal to
allow public reference of one’s ethnic identity. However, such elimination of public
references to ethnic identity conveniently erases from the record the memory of Hutu
victims or other “righteous” Hutu who died protecting Tutsi friends and neighbors. The
only category left are genocidaires24 (Lemarchand 2008).
As Susanne Buckley-Zistel points out, the narratives on which people draw to refer to
their past have a strong ontological impact (Zistel 2006). In the case of Rwanda, people
are not simply formed by their experience of the genocide, but also by the ways in which
they refer to it […] the refusal to recognize any Hutu as anything less than genocidaire is
in this way very damaging (Zistel 2006). It also translates into a surprising interpretation
of exclusionary ideology.
She goes on to explain that in Rwanda, aspects of the past seem eclipsed from the
discourse, creating a form of amnesia, albeit selective, or what she calls chosen amnesia.
This, unlike Vamik Volkan’s ‘chosen trauma’ (Volkan 2006; 2001; 2000; 2000; 1996;
1991; 2012)25 (which can be translated into a unifying force as the group together draws
on the mental representations or emotional meanings of the traumatic event into their
very identity) creates the concealment of memory and the collective experience of an
event is neglected, preventing the interpretation of a shared (Rwandan), group-specific
past and the production of a “we-feeling” (Zistel 2006). Thus, the presence of ‘chosen
amnesia’ can create a sense of Hutu discrimination in the narrative of the past, which may
only fuel the feeling of inequality especially from the viewpoint of Hutu militants in
24

A possible solution that has been attempted is to disseminate stories of rescue by Hutu. Unfortunately,
many of these attempts have not been widely dispersed. Current policies that eliminate mention of Hutu or
Tutsi also stand as an impediment. See Paul Conway. “Righteous Hutus: Can Stories of Courageous
Rescuers Help in Rwanda’s Reconciliation Process”. International Journal of Sociology and Anthropology,
Vol. 3(7). July 2011. Pages 217-223.
25
In his Vamik D. Volkam’s presentation, “Chosen Trauma, the Political ideology of Entitlement and
Violence” from June 10, 2004 in Berlin, Germany, he suggests that while the current choice in discourse is
harmful to society, it is not entirely surprising. He states, “The chosen trauma becomes a significant marker
for the large-group identity [that] may create a foundation for the society’s development of an
exaggerated entitlement ideology that, under new historical situations such as a threat to group's identity,
can be manipulated by political leaders to develop new political programs and /or take new actions
supported by this ideology.”
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neighboring DRC interested in threatening the Rwandan government which created the
biased narrative against Hutu. It may also influence future generations who draw this
sense of injustice - in the labeling of Hutu as genocidaires simply – into their identity.
Narratives that go against and challenge this revisionist history will nonetheless continue
to exist providing for a potential sense of needed but unreached justice. For Hutus, this
means that an open wound is still left as the country ignores the many sacrifices the group
went through as its people lost families and loved ones to those disagreeing with the
extremist policies of the time. My interpretation is that, should there be a genocide
recurrence, it would be from the majority Hutu population against the Tutsi.
This lack of a ‘we-feeling’ is very divisionist in itself and defies Kagame’s official
narrative that “we are all Rwandan”. The policies in practice and indeed this thesis
attempts to, illustrate that while “we” may be “all Rwandan”, there is a division in terms
of first and second class citizens, particularly illustrated by the Rwandan government’s
narrative of the genocide. It is not “the Rwandan genocide in Rwanda” – it is the “Tutsi
genocide” perhaps illustrated by the work of www.remember-tutsi-genocide.org, a
website for the Rwandan government’s narrative. This may be the crucial point for the
possibility of genocide recurrence in Rwanda for chosen amnesia does not produce a
sense of closure. All policies after this point create an ever-widening gap between the two
groups.
On January 29, 2012, the Guardian published an article on two Rwanda journalists, jailed
for “genocide denial,” a charge that stems from noting that ‘”Rwandans killed each
other” which goes against the official discourse that it was one-sided violence’ (Bowcott,
Owen 2012). The Rwandan regime has made further allegation against acclaimed
international human rights organizations for negative reporting upon the government.
After reports were almost simultaneously released by Amnesty International (AI)
(Amnesty International 2000) and Human Rights Watch (Human Rights Watch 2000),
the Rwandan Ministry of Foreign Affairs claimed that this was part of a ‘political
strategy’ of opponents acting ‘under the cover of international human rights
organizations’ (Anonymous 2009).
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Bryson notes the reality of the situation was not to simply prevent genocide recurrence;
rather, it came from much more self-interested roots. While “the new constitutional
framework safeguards against the dominance of a single political party and bans the
incitement of ethnic hatred, critics say it is geared toward keeping the Rwandan Patriotic
Front in power and includes significant powers to curtail civil rights” (Bryson 2012). This
paints a startling picture of a powerful regime in Rwanda for which the international
community donates huge quantities of currency without, perhaps, deeper knowledge of
the situation. It also indicates an important contribution to the potential of genocide
recurrence in Rwanda.
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8 - Charismatic Leadership that Generates Mass Followership
“This is particularly dangerous when the leadership appeals to intangibles such as
national pride, prestige, or communal group (e.g. racial or ethnic) consciousness. It
increases the likelihood of genocide by encouraging members of the dominant group to
become either active perpetrators or passive bystanders if victimization and killing
begin” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)
Little evidence of a cult-like following for Kagame is present at home or abroad.26
However, the language of Kagame would illustrate otherwise as Kagame repeatedly
propels the message that he and his party are the voice of the Rwandan people. Kagame,
and indeed the Rwandan government, have done well in creating an appealing image
internationally by playing the genocide card that contributes to the praise its government
and Paul Kagame receives from abroad. This is in part evidenced by an investigation for
the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative. “The Rwandan government has excellent
public relations machinery [-] its leaders are astute, and effectively play upon the
conscience of the world, particularly Western states, by invoking victimhood of genocide
(while cleverly hiding the fact that thousands of Hutus were killed by its armed forces,
the total political destabilization it has constantly engineered in the DRC, and the heartrending suffering it has brought to the Congolese and other communities)” (Ghai 2009).
While this indicator does not currently provide a high contribution to the likelihood of
genocide, it does contribute to the lack of critical awareness of other concerns in Rwanda
as I attempt to illustrate. Rwanda’s ability to situate itself so positively certainly relates to
the amount of donor dollars that could play an important role in the future when and if
genocide becomes more likely with little attention necessarily given to the country due to
its history of praise despite human rights abuses.

26

However, Kagame has done well in creating an appealing image internationally by playing the genocide
card and thus, despite international concerns of suppressing freedom of speech, etc. Kagame has been
repeatedly praised internationally. The subsequent donor dollars has been critical to his power.
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9 - Low Degree of Freedom of Speech
“The degree to which individuals, institutions, and the media are able to speak freely and
criticize the government is a good indicator of the level of freedom in broader society.
Lower levels of freedom correlate to a higher risk of genocide as the government is able
to act more freely with members of civil society being able to publicize and condemn
these actions (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).
According to Robert Mukombozi, an investigative journalist who “has covered wars,
corruption and killings in Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo, […]
has been arrested, kidnapped, shot at, […] deemed persona non grata in April 2008 and
given five minutes to leave Rwandan soil” (United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization 2010) apart from harassing the opposition, the government of
Rwanda has “enormously tampered the freedom of speech in the country, shattering
independent media meant to hold the government in check” (Mukombozi 2010). In July
2010, Mr. Jean-Léonard Rugambage, a journalist and critic of the government, was
murdered. Newspapers that are critical of government have been forced to close down
(Umesco, The Weekly Post, Umuco, Le Journal Afrique and Umuvugizi Newspapers
among others) and their owners forced to flee the country, because their lives were in
danger. Many Rwandan journalists are now operating online from exile because of
threats to their lives. Mr Ally Yusuf Mugenzi, Jean Bosco Gasasira, Bonaventure
Bizumuremyi, Thomas Kamirindi, Steven Baguma, Lucie Umukundwa, Charles
Kabonero, Eleneus Akanga, Mugisha Furaha, Didas Gasana, and Amiel Nkuliza are
among those exiled. Journalists are jailed on charges related to their freedom of
expression. Two Editors of Umurabyo Newspaper (Ms.Agnes Uwimana Nkusi and
Ms.Saidat Mukabibi) are in prison and other media houses “exercise self-censorship in
order to survive [and] civil society organizations are forced to take the official
Government line in order to operate” (Mukombozi 2010). After the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) reported multiple times in 2008 about genocide ideology still being
present in schools across Rwanda (British Broadcasting Corporation 2008; 2008) the
Rwandan Minister of Information accused the BBC and the Voice of America of
‘destroy[ing] the unity of Rwandans’ and announced that the government had ‘the
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capacity and the right’ to suspend their broadcasts ‘if the situation doesn’t change’
(Anonymous 2008). BBC continues to be critical (Tim 2010).

Briefly, a timeline outlines in further detail the danger of speaking out in Rwanda:

By the end of 1995, 38 international NGOs had been expelled and the activities of 18
others suspended, their assets frozen, and their equipment impounded and in 1997 alone,
two journalists and one researcher were declared persona non grata (Prunier 1997). On 9
February 1997, Reuters correspondent Christian Jennings was expelled, apparently for
having written two days earlier that, during a press conference, (then Vice-President)
Kagame had asserted that ‘Rwanda has the right to divert a part of international aid to
contribute to the internal war against Hutu extremists’ (Reuters 1997). On 28 November
1997, Stephen Smith of the French daily Libération was in turn declared undesirable. The
chargé d’affaires at the Rwandan embassy in Paris explained that ‘Smith only has himself
to blame, given the horrors he has written about the country’ (Smith 1996). The United
Nations Human Rights Field Operation in Rwanda (UNHRFOR) was next in line. On 7
December 1997, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Mary Robinson,
previously considered a friend of the ‘New Rwanda’ (she visited the country on a couple
of occasions when she was President of Ireland), issued a communiqué condemning the
absence of a reconciliation policy and the practice of serious human rights violations. The
spokesman for the Rwandan presidency immediately responded by vehemently and
categorically denying Robinson’s observations, accusing her of being inﬂuenced ‘by
informants whose aims are to mislead international opinion on the situation of Rwanda’
(Anonymous 1997).

The following year the government refused UNHRFOR permission to continue
monitoring the human rights situation, and sought to limit its activities to mere technical
assistance. Robinson decided that such a truncated mandate was unacceptable, and closed
the operation at the end of July 1998. In April 2001, a round of efﬁcient lobbying ensured
the support of the African group in the UN Commission for Human Rights for striking
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Rwanda off the agenda, thus putting an end to formal international concerns with human
rights in Rwanda. Canada strongly objected to eliminating Rwanda’s human rights abuses
from the table, and got the routine treatment in return: the Rwandan delegate accused
Canada of ‘harbouring many génocidaires’ (Prunier 1997). Then, on 25 April 2009, the
government banned the Kinyarwanda service of the BBC following up with their threat to
suspend BBC broadcasts. After listening to a preview of a forthcoming program of ‘Imvo
n’Imvano’ (‘Analysis of the Source of a Problem’) the Minister claimed that it contained
‘most outrageous statements’ (Prunier 1997).Then on 21 April 2010, Umuvugizi
newspaper went online after the Media High Council has suspended the paper from print
operations. The weekly Umuseso was also suspended. But on June 3, the Media High
Council of Rwanda made online versions inaccessible within Rwanda (Reporters Without
Borders 2010). Jean-Léonard Rugambage, the deputy editor of the fortnightly Umuvugizi,
was gunned down outside his home in Kigali at about 11 p.m. on 24 June. He was the
first journalist to be murdered in Rwanda since Emmanuel Munyemanzi in 1998
(Reporters Without Borders 2010) and he was one of only 57 journalists killed worldwide
during that year (Reporters Without Borders 2010). Agnès Uwimana Nkusi, the editor of
the privately-owned fortnightly Umurabyo, was arrested on 8 July for publishing
“sensitive” materials including articles in the last two issues analyzing and raising
questions about the murder of Umuvugizi editor Jean-Léonard Rugambage and the
attempted murder of an exiled Rwandan military officer, Gen. Kayumba Nyamwasa, in
South Africa (Reporters Without Borders 2010). Nineteen newspapers and 21 radio
stations were suspended in the run up to the presidential elections (Reporters Without
Borders 2010). After prosecutors requested a 33 year sentence for privately owned news
media Umrabyo owner Agnes Uwimama Nkusi and a twelve year sentence for one of her
reporters, Saidath Mukakibibi, a high court imposed a 17 year sentence on Nkusi and a 7
year sentence on Mukabibi of which Nkusi’s lawyer told Reporters Without Borders,
“Our view is that the court has no tangible evidence of their criminal guilt” (Reporters
Without Borders 2011). The situation remains grave and considering the high level of
political authority discussed previously, individuals are easily reported on for any type of
anti-RPF comments.
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10 - Installation of a Newly-created Regime
“This may lead to genocidal acts against minority groups, particularly if the new regime
is revolutionary in nature and minority groups are somehow associated with the former
regime (either in reality or perception)” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)

Rwanda is ranked between Iran (35) and Malawi (33) by the State Failure Index27, a rank
that has apparently increased its potential since 2010 to be a failed state and increased its
danger categorization from “borderline” (2010) to “in danger” (2011) (Foreign Policy,
Fund for Peace 2011). Much of this increase comes from an increase in scores of
refugees/internally displaced persons, uneven development, lacking public services, a
disregard for human rights, fractionalized elites and external intervention. In regards to
whether the regime is revolutionary in nature however, I would argue that the Kagame
government certainly has revolutionary vision for Rwanda though this may not have
negative effects so long as the benefits are perceived to be equitable distributed between
ethnicities and between the rural poor/urban rich dynamic. Kagame wants to transform
the coffee and tea-growing country into a middle-income, service-based economy by
2020. This plan, entitled “Vision 2020” is described as a ‘ambitious goals, laid out in a
sweeping development plan, Vision 2020” “politically stable,” “without discrimination,”
“a prosperous knowledge based economy” as well as a 50% reduction in the number
living in poverty and a 50% reduction in infant mortality over the period 2000 – 2020’
(Rice 2009). Unfortunately, Rwanda's economy is still extremely vulnerable to its
structural limitations, being confronted with a combination of overpopulation, resource
scarcity and other concerns that make the some scholars hesitant to believe in the
possibility of achieving such goals (Ansoms 2007).

27

For more context, Somalia is ranked first by the Failed State Index.
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11 - Ruling Group Deems the Outgroup(s) to be Dangerous
“This may raise the likelihood of retributive genocide if there is a minority group which
poses a real or perceived threat to the ruling elite” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention 2011).
In a provocative Foreign Policy post entitled “Rwanda’s Other Genocide,” an important
United Nations report (United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human
Rights 2010) is referenced illustrating, as the title suggests, Rwanda’s “other genocide”
during Kagame’s presidential leadership (McKinley Jr.1997). The evidence is sufficient
to bring Kagame to court and if convicted, would make him guilty of massive human
rights abuses internationally. It certainly is indicative of a president that deems the
outgroup dangerous - Rwandan troops have been in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo searching for Hutu refugees and militants that pose a threat to the Rwandan
government (McKinley 1997; Reyntjens 1999). It is obvious that the government feels a
threat from their presence in Africa and, indeed, the world. Recently Britain, arguably
one of Rwanda’s biggest supporters, has been called to stop aid due to death threats upon
the exiles living there by former Foreign Office Minister Kim Howells (Cuffe 2011).
Reports from Scotland Yard recently alleged that the Rwandan government is seeking to
assassinate dissidents in London and have sparked a major internal debate on Britain’s
continued assistance to Rwanda (Cooke 2011). This indicator seems to be a real threat to
the possibility of genocide whether the threats against those exiled Rwandans are indeed
coming from the government, Hutu militants from the DRC group, or from elsewhere.
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12 - Severe Government Discrimination or Active Repression against Communal Groups
“Governments that practice discrimination or active repression against communal
groups have been found to be significantly more likely to perpetrate mass killings than
governments that do not. This suggests that governments which have demonstrated a
willingness to use such measures against their citizens during periods of stability are
more likely to resort to even more extreme measures during crises. This may also
increase the likelihood of inter-group violence as disenfranchised groups try to access
resources and the regime tries to suppress them” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention 2011)
The Minorities at Risk Index labels both Hutu and Tutsi as a ‘communal contender’
group (Minorities at Risk 2012). This label is reserved for “culturally distinct peoples,
tribes, or clans in heterogeneous societies who hold or seek a share in state power”
(Minorities at Risk 2012). Hutu are “disadvantaged communal contenders” and “subject
to some degree of political, economic, or cultural discrimination but lack offsetting
advantages” (Minorities at Risk 2006). Meanwhile, Tutsi are labeled as “advantaged
communal contenders” with “political advantages over other groups in their society” and
have “a preponderance of both political and economic power” (Minorities at Risk 2006).
While public reference to such titles are illegal, as one Rwandan explained, “of course,
everyone knows who is Hutu, who is Tutsi. We just don’t talk about it. We can’t talk
about it.” (McConnell 2010). While this may not be true for all individuals, it is certainly
the overwhelming understanding I reach in my research and in time abroad. Therefore,
despite any desire to eliminate the Hutu/Tutsi dichotomy, it nonetheless remains and
further, based on my research, influences at least in part the practical manner in which
policies are carried out. My conclusion for this indicator is that it continues to play a
critical role in contemporary understanding of Rwanda; indeed, if it did not exist in
people’s minds, there would be no conversation of how policies that discriminate (on a
rich/poor dynamic, for example, as in other countries) is so detrimental. Other indicators
would be much more baseless if the importance of this indicator could be removed.
Nonetheless, it exists and is therefore elemental to understanding power dynamics and
inequality in contemporary Rwanda.
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13 - Exclusive Group-based Rule
“Regimes with a support base rooted exclusively in one communal group are likely to
lead to discriminatory practices by the regime which will create popular resentment and
threaten regime security. This threat (real or perceived) may make the regime more likely
to use violence to defend itself against opposition” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention 2011).
In regards to this indicator, the exclusive group based rule is largely the RPF as a group.
Ms Victoire Ingabire Umuhoza, Mr Bernard Ntaganda, Mr. Deo Mushayidi, Mr.Charles
Ntakirutinka, Ms.Seraphine Mukamana, and Mr.Andrew Muganwa are among the critical
voices in prison that do not fit within this group (Prunier 1997). Other politicians like
Andre Kagwa Rwisereka have been murdered while members of popular political
organizations like the Rwandan National Congress are now exiled (Prunier 1997).
Opposition parties such as United Democratic Forces-FDU Inkingi, Democratic Green
Party of Rwanda and The Social Party-Imberakuri have been blocked from participating
in the political affairs of Rwanda. Rwanda’s Kagame regime is intent on maintaining its
narrow definition of those allowed to speak and participants in Rwanda’s political life,
though this is not entirely along a strict Hutu-Tutsi line. Yet, a ray of hope in regards
specifically to this indicator exists in Rwanda. Two journalists, Agnès Uwimana and
Saïdati Mukakibibi, jailed for genocide denial – a “legal weapon to silence political
opponents” launched a Supreme Court case supported by an international team of lawyers
and human rights groups regarding their sentence to which Kagame is reported to have
been quoted saying that Agnès Uwimana's 17-year sentence is “harsh” and 'reflects badly
on the country’, indicating that perhaps international pressure was helpful and could
serve in the future as Rwanda becomes more and more linked globally (Bowcott 2012).
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ECONOMIC
14 - Economic Status of the Regime
“Economic status depends upon the number and value of resources within a state. High
status states with low international economic interdependence will have greater freedom
to deal with internal opponents as they wish. The greater economic interdependence of
low-status regimes may decrease their freedom of action against internal minorities and
political opponents” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).
According to Rwanda’s Vision 2020, “although there are small pockets of various high
value minerals in Rwanda, there is no single natural resource of sufficient quantity that
will kick-start the economy” (Republic of Rwanda Ministry of Finance and Planning
2000). Due to this narrow economic base, Rwanda has largely relied on foreign aid. The
table below, Table 4: Finance Requirements of Long-Term Investment Framework Plan
(2006-2010) demonstrates this dependence (Republic of Rwanda Ministry of Finance and
Planning 2000).
Finance Requirements of Long-Term Investment/Framework Plan (2006-2010)
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
Total
USD,
270
520
690
600
470
2,550
millions
Table 4: Finance Requirements of Long-Term Investment Framework Plan (2006-2010)
Notwithstanding the remaining requirement of foreign aid dollars, the government has
made substantial progress in trying to eliminate or minimize its reliance on foreign aid.
This is illustrated by the US $130 million decrease in financial requirements between
2009 and 2010. Further, according to a report published by the National Bank of Rwanda,
the country has been able to make significant improvements in exports volumes and
value which increased 58.23% and 48.09% respectively in the first part of 2011
compared to rates at the same time of year in 2010 despite an uncertain global economy
(Claver 2012). It “boasts impressive economic growth, social services, state institutions,
infrastructure development, universal primary education, gender equality, low corruption,
social development and macro-economic stability” (Naftalin 2012). Further, the country
is “ranked the tenth easiest country worldwide within which to start a business - seven
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places higher than Britain and just one below the United States (US) - and in terms of
ease of doing business is ranked higher than a number of European Union (EU)
countries” (Naftalin 2012). Despite significant praise regarding Rwanda’s economy, the
below figure illustrates a startling and widening gap between imports and exports. The
county is increasingly reliant upon imports and, while exports have increased from
US$146 million in 1990 to US $534 million in 2009, imports have grown from US $364
million in 1990 to US $1,479 in 2009 (World Bank 2012). Figure 9: Rwanda’s Exports
and Imports 2004-2010 graph the more recent years of this increased dependence on
products from outside the country and the relatively low growth of exports to support this
increase in imports (World Bank 2012). Figure 10: Rwanda’s Balance of Payments 20042010 illustrates the more recent trend in this increasing gap in negative account balance
(World Bank 2012).

Figure 9: Rwanda’s Exports and Imports 2004-2010

In 2009, the gap between these two was documented to be a negative sum total of US
$946 million. This is a substantial increase from the negative balance of payment of US
$218 million in 1990. This trend makes Rwanda increasingly reliant on foreign aid – a
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testament to the fragility of its economic success as, if it decreased substantially or
became unstable, could precipitate a crisis.

Figure 10: Rwanda’s Balance of Payments 2004-2010

The above statistics paint a picture of Rwanda that, while significant progress and praise
has been awarded, it is still a country very much at risk financially. This is in contrast to
the message of the country as a “safe, stable and prosperous nation for all members of
society” espoused by the Rwandan government (Melvin 2012). This economic instability
is especially important in regards to genocide recurrence in Rwanda as such instability is
widely cited to be an important contributor to the 1994 genocide. Despite impressive
economic growth, social services, state institutions, infrastructure development, universal
primary education, gender equality, low corruption, social development and macroeconomic stability, World Bank data illustrates a country which had a total of
“outstanding and dispersed” greater than Rwanda today – USD 708 million in 1990
compared to USD $795 million in 2010 (World Bank 2012). This indicator currently
remains a risk to the possibility of genocide and mass conflict within Rwanda despite the
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likely similar situations of surrounding countries (which may in fact, contribute to the
possibility of genocide in Rwanda more, especially when the case of Burundi is
considered).
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15 - Long-term Difficult Life Conditions
“Life conditions refer to quality-of-life factors such as human and material security.
Intense, long-term life problems in a society increase the likelihood of intergroup
violence and severe economic problems are a powerful source of social cleavage and
upheaval. Countries with widespread poverty have been shown to be at higher risk of
experiencing violent crises than wealthier states” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention 2011)

The Human Development Indicators published by the United Nations Development
Programme is an important measure in assessing long-term difficult life conditions. Its
assessment of Rwanda puts the country’s development below the level for low human
development, Sub-Sahara Africa and the world levels in human development. This is
illustrated below in Figure 11: Human Development in Rwanda: 1980-2012 (United
Nations Human Development Programme 2011). Despite Rwanda’s rising life
conditions, it remains below life conditions for Sub-Saharan Africa, low human
development levels and worldwide averages. While the country’s decreasing infant
mortality rate28 provides hope for the economic development of the region, it seems clear
Rwanda does not measure up to other countries in its region, despite the positive
reception of Rwanda internationally in its progress.

28

In the Barbara Harff chapter, this indicator alone is what decreases the chance for genocide occurrence.
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Figure 11: Human Development in Rwanda: 1980-2012
However, more important is perhaps the level of income inequality within the country. If
low conditions are spread equitably, there is less of a sense of injustice. The coefficient,
an important measure of the level of income inequality in a country, (0=perfect equality;
100=perfect inequality), measures Rwanda at 53.1 for 2011 (United Nations Human
Development Programme). This is a significant increase in the level of inequality
provided for Rwanda in 2003, when it was measured to be twenty-nine (World Resources
Institute 2003). Coverage by Chatham House notes the important factor this could play
in destabilizing the country: “Within the economy - Rwanda's strongest attribute with an
average 7.5 percent annual growth rate since 2000 - the private sector is nascent and
direct foreign investment limited.; notable growth rates conceal the inequitable allocation
of the benefits of such growth” (Naftalin 2012). Despite a growing economy,
improvements in the country are still necessitated to reduce the risk of this indicator. It
may be that better income distribution is the most important of these improvements.
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16 - Sudden and Severe Economic Hardship
“Sudden shifts in national productivity may reduce a state’s capacity to distribute
resources equitably. A sudden downturn may rapidly escalate hostilities and trigger
intergroup violence if long-term economic instability has already strained racial, ethnic,
or religious relationships” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).
The Rwandan government, again, has made substantial progress in eliminating the
tenuous agricultural dependence on coffee as an export and has instead oriented itself
towards IT. However, for those many individuals living outside of Kigali and still
dependent upon the land, the country has significant improvements to make. It is worth
remembering that Rwanda, under President Habyarimana, was also viewed by many in
the international community “as a development model, with little debt, low inflation, and
strong economic growth” (Cooke 2011). The population is still largely subsistence –
about 90% of the population engaged in (mainly subsistence) agriculture and some
mineral and agro-processing – and similar exports previous to the genocide remain
important for much of the population (Central Intelligence Agency 2012). However,
research suggests that no matter how high or low material wealth and/or deprivation is,
what truly matters in regards to the possibility for a revolt is whether those levels match
expectations (Gurr 1971). If the Rwandan government is able, however, to utilize the
information technology sector it wishes to be known for to bolster the positions of those
based rurally, it may contribute to a positive environment and decrease the possibility of
genocide recurrence.
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17 - Socioeconomic Deprivation Combined with Group-based Inequality
“Widespread poverty increases the likelihood of popular support for political opposition
and rebel groups that promise redistribution of wealth, especially when such wealth is
present but hoarded by the elite or reserved for distribution to a particular communal
group. Intergroup violence and mass atrocities also become more likely when one group
is perceived to have an economic advantage over others, even if it is a non-ruling group.
Such relative deprivation can be a powerful source of resentment to be exploited by
either regime or opposition leaders” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).
Education in Rwanda continues to be an entire system described as “oriented towards a
promotion of minority elite […] imbued with a sense of superiority, cut off from the
masses, seeking to align themselves with the exterior” (McLean 2011). While normally
this may simply be the case of an increase in the gap between the rich and the poor, this
can have an especially meaningful translation in the context of ethnicity and historic mass
exterminations between ethnicities.
While the global spread of English causes few to second guess the harmful effects of the
Rwandan government’s recent decision to eliminate French in schools and instead use
English as the language of instruction, this perception of its harmless nature in a changing
world “overlooks the ways that language use is linked to identity among Rwanda’s elite”
and further ignores that “the desired outcome of a rapid and early switch to English as the
medium of instruction is likely not to be realized for the majority of Rwandan students,
leaving many with added disadvantages” (Samuelson 2010). In the wake of the 1994
genocide, a number of Tutsi fled to neighboring countries, in many of which English was
the dominant language of instruction. Meanwhile, many Hutu stayed within Rwanda,
where French has been pervasive. Abroad, refugees became ingrained in English
education. In Kagame’s regime, it has become a critical language. While this is partly due
to a globalizing world in which English is the dominant language of business, economics
and politics, it also serves to effectively assure a widening gap between the largely Tutsi,
English-speaking elite and the largely Hutu, French/Kinyarwanda-speaking marginalized
majority. It is estimated that 80% speak only Kinyarwanda fluently, 5-15% are able to
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speak French and only 2-5% speak English, though this latter statistic is increasing
(Calvet 2006; LeClerc 2008; Samuelson 2010). With such a policy, the advantage lies
largely with the Tutsi returnees from Anglophone countries. The minimal number of
English speakers further reduces the number of teachers and educational materials
available to schools in English. Schools that charge tuition will be affordable to a narrow
percent of the population. For years to come, this enforcement of English only in schools
places the Tutsi elite at the academic, professional, economic and political top. The
perception of their ethnic dominance will surge ahead with such a reality and thus it will
likely be that Tutsi dominate the important positions for some time, whether or not this is
the reality (Obura 2009).
Rwanda has already seen the effects of such practice. While certainly there are several
wealthy Hutu in contemporary Rwanda, research reveals a continued perception that
“Tutsi returnees dominate most economic sectors” (Hilker, 2009). It makes sense.
Returnees are usually well connected, well-educated and have few family connections to
the countryside. Prunier argues this has divided the countryside (Prunier 1997). Indeed,
even while making comments on general ethnic divisions can be difficult as Rwanda is
largely dominated by les Ougandais – or, the Ugandan exiled Tutsi returnees – rather
than the Tutsi population as a whole29.
The Rwandan government has stated that education plays a key role in reconciliation –
first by eliminating negative and positive discrimination and by promoting access to
higher levels of education using criteria solely based on a student’s education should also
contribute to reconciliation by creating a culture of peace and emphasizing positive nonviolent values, solidarity, and democracy (Obura, 2009). Questions remain; however, as
to the extent this has been achieved. Further concerns lie in the use of assistance
programs, such as the Fonds National pour l’Assistance aux Rescapés du Génocide
(FARG).

29

I employ a rather simplistic separation of Hutu and Tutsi in the majority of this thesis. This is in part due
to the limitations of the social sciences, especially in relation to meshing quantitative and qualitative data.
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The FARG assistance program for genocide survivors, which help with housing costs,
education and health care fees, has been a critical program to reconciliation in postgenocide Rwanda. However, it too has perceived to be favoring Tutsis. While on paper,
the funding is meant to go to Hutu and Tutsi alike, Hutu inaccessibility has been
documented with ethnicity believed to be the reason for denial (Amnesty International
2004). Insufficient funds have also created a source of tension (Walker 2006; Institute for
Research and Dialogue for Peace 2003). Tutsi “survivors” have been known to receive
funding even when not having been in Rwanda at the time of the genocide (McLean
2011, 2009). Beyond this inequality is another inconsistency – no equivalent support
mechanism is in place in Rwanda for thousands of non-Tutsi who lost one or both parents
during the civil war of 1990-1994 and in Zaire (1996-1997) including during attacks
conducted by the RPA and RPF (Rombouts 2006).
Such inequality should not come as a surprise. The history of Rwanda represents a
pattern of inequality towards whichever ethnic group is not in power. Erny notes that
“until the 1950s, due to favoritism towards the incumbent Tutsi elite, places in the post
primary institutions were mostly Tutsi” (Erny 2003). I draw an example from the
prestigious Astrida College which educated Rwandans for roles in colonial
administration. “80-95% of students were Tutsi until the late 1950s although Tutsis were
estimated to constitute 10-15% of the population at the time” (Walker 2006). As the
1950s drew to a close and shortly before Belgians withdrew their colonial power in
Rwanda, they switched their loyalty to uphold a Hutu elite and, following the violent
“social revolution” of 1959, Hutu elites took power at Rwanda’s independence in 1962.
With this, the Hutu government focused on providing more opportunities for the Tutsioppressed Hutu majority. However, “while the 1962 constitution declared primary
education free and obligatory, in reality the trend was for inequitable access and the
perpetuation of structural inequality based on wealth, religion and ethnicity” (Erny 2003;
Muhimpundu 2002; Obura 2003). The Hutu-dominated government ended with the
genocide. The previous Tutsi-dominated government ended with a revolution. The
question remains with what the current RPF, largely Tutsi government will end.
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SOCIOCULTURAL
18 – Existence of Distinctive Groups Separated by Social Divisions
“Genocide requires the separation of an outgroup from the dominant group for
victimization. The existence of distinct groups that generally vote or believe as groups
facilitates such intergroup violence and possibly genocide by encouraging individuals to
view members of groups other than their own as fundamentally different. Conflicts are
especially likely to occur if racial or ethnic groups become so intertwined with the
general population that individuals do not vote or believe independently. The more traits
that people share the stronger their group identity will be, which is also strengthened
through shared experiences of repression” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention
2011)

Such divisionism is not the message of the Rwandan government. Instead, it is often the
practical manner in which policies are carried out or the untold impacts not directly
linked to a persecution of distinctive groups. This indicator is not present in Rwanda the
way one would find such an indicator present in, for example, Syria at time of
publication. However, much scholarship regarding the tentative position of the
reconciliation process (Bromley 2009; Melvin 2012; Toran 2005; Molenaar 2005; Zistel
2006; Zorbas 2004). These scholars would likely argue that the divisions existent before
the genocide have not been simply melted into the identity of “Rwandan” especially as
reconciliation efforts are lopsided and unequal. Results have been mixed as survivors and
genocidaires try to live together peacefully after the conflict, ranging from “forgiving
them means nothing human” (survivor testimony), “He to you, you to him – who’s going
to say the word forgiveness? It’s outside of nature. The times we live in we just shove
everything down our throats” (survivor testimony), and “when you get right down to it,
we said, luck loves the Hutus: they kill and are not killed, they flee to Congo and are
brought home for free; they go to prison and come out fat and rested; they burn their
homes and find their own waiting nicely for them with their wives inside to tend the
cooking fire and open their arms at night” (survivor testimony) to “as for me, no worry: I
feel comfortable, I received a cow as a welcome gift, even though I’m Hutu, and I have
not been bothered or reproached” (genocidaire testimony), “I’m sad now because I have a
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son I haven’t watched grow up, because I was a strong man and have become a weakling
[;] I was a respectable person and no one greets me anymore […] evil has ruined my life,
(genocidaire testimony)” and “if he shows remorse or offers to be friends with me, I’ll
say yes from the heart, because life must go on. He kept speaking plaintively about his
misfortunes, saying courteous things in a pitiful voice, but he neither asked for nor
offered anything. These people (genocidaires) can’t take us into consideration, cannot ask
for our forgiveness. Why? I don’t know” (survivor testimony) (Hatzfeld 2009). It’s
obvious that the post-genocide Rwanda is in a tentative place. Some are conflicted with
how to deal with the past, others still angry with no plea for forgiveness and yet others
simply trying to move on. There is no one prescription for Rwandans in terms of this
reconciliation or their feelings after the genocide. Perhaps this is why it is so dangerous to
simply say that there is no possibility for genocide in Rwanda. Despite a human desire to
not see such violence repeat itself to any degree, such a generalization is in itself
dangerous and presumptuous. This indicator provides for a conflicted illustration of
contemporary Rwanda, one in which, if gaps grew larger or were perceived to grow
larger in benefits toward ethnicities, some may be interested in retaliation while others
would be abhorred at the very idea.
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19 – Cultural Devaluation of Outgroup(s)
“This practice differentiates between majority society and the outgroup and denigrates
the value of the latter. This may be done to strengthen the identity or increase the esteem
of the dominant group by elevating it over another, or to justify the lesser status or rights
of the outgroup. Such denigration of the outgroup usually builds upon the prior denial of
their equality and/or humanity. Such devaluation may be culturally-based and
longstanding or a more recent phenomenon” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention
2011)
This indicator is not present in the propaganda of the Kagame regime in contemporary
Rwanda according to the author’s knowledge. It played an important part in the 1994
genocide however so it is not that such historical narratives to culturally devaluate a
group do not exist. Narratives that the Tutsi came from up the Nyaborongo River into
Ethiopia were critical to devaluing the Tutsi to Other status (Baines 2004; Rothbart,
2007). Simon Bikindi is famous for music that is said to have incited hatred against Tutsi
(United Nations News Centre 2006). The Minorites at Risk Index notes that the situation
for Tutsi is better than it has been in many years while noting that “the RPF has displayed
a somewhat mixed record over the last eight years: Kagame's leadership seems genuinely
committed to building democratic structures, but the Hutu-Tutsi dichotomy is as strong as
ever; and Kagame's reliance on the Rwandan Patriotic Army as his chief means of
securing power has brought charges of massacring suspected rebel supporters and
targeting suspected rebel areas for destruction, even in ambiguous situations” (Minorities
at Risk Project 2006). This indicator has the potential to flare up and deserves continued
careful attention; not only has it played an important role in past conflict within Rwanda
but research suggests the current status is tentative for this indicator’s contribution to
genocide occurrence in Rwanda.
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20 – Prior Persecution of Outgroup(s)
“In most instances of genocide, there is a gradual progression of thoughts and actions to
the ultimate extermination, which is a process that may begin long before the ultimate
perpetrators arrive or become active. Such prior abuses encourage increasingly harmful
acts by the dominant group. Therefore, outgroups that have suffered persecution in the
past are more likely to be targeted for genocide” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention 2011).
In the last indicator, evidence was given regarding music and an alternative historical
narrative to persecute the outgroup. The use of hand signals and reference to Tutsi as
cockroaches was also utilized leading up to the genocide (Baines 2004). Past atrocities in
1959-1965 targeted contributed to a sense of group persecution. Further, the ethnic
makeup of Rwanda is not limited to the country. Neighboring Burundi is cited to have
“kept violent processes going” as groups faced persecution in one country and the
violence spilled over (Sherrer 2002). Both Tutsi and Hutu have faced persecution in the
region which – if prior persecution is important to genocide recurrence – provides motive
for either group. This indicator is important to understanding the context within which a
future genocide could occur.
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21 - Legacy of Intergroup Hatred or Grievance
“Groups that feel insecurity and mistrust towards another group are more likely to
respond to real or perceived threats with violence, which they will view as defensive
aggression. Leaders planning to commit genocide will find such pre-existing hostility to
be a powerful tool in building support for their cause by reminding their group of the
dangers posed by the outgroup (as well as past atrocities committed against them).
Feelings of fear and anger encouraged this way can then be forged into forceful feelings
of group identity that lead to genocide based on “self-defense” (kill them before they kill
us) or revenge. This underlies many conflicts, with aggrieved groups often invoking
unresolved injustices that may date back centuries” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention 2011).
In indicator 18, the complexity of feeling insecure amidst genocidaires and survivors was
partially illustrated. There is no simple line for Rwanda in regards to this indicator.
However, the legacy of hatred or grievance has been explained in indicators 18, 19, and
20 – “Existence of Distinctive Groups Separated by Social Divisions,” “Cultural
Devaluation of Outgroup(s),” and “Prior Persecution of Outgroups.” Many of these
qualitative measures overlap each other. Further evidence is illustrated aptly in indicators
27 and 28, “History of Conflict,” and “History of Genocide.” In the author’s opinion,
understanding that the 1994 Rwandan genocide is not entirely unique or alone in itself
amidst the history of the country and indeed the region is critical to comprehending the
fear from which academics, activists, human rights groups and indeed nations should
hold towards the possibility of genocide recurrence in Rwanda in comparison to a
country that has not had such a legacy.
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22 – Population Growth and Youth Bulge
“Demographic stresses are a significant risk factor for genocide, particularly in
struggling economies with young populations. Such conditions often result in large
numbers of unemployed, disillusioned youth who are prone to being swept up in unrest
and present ideal recruitment targets for extremist groups and militias which might
perpetrate atrocities” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).
Marc Sommers identifies the lack of land combined with an unusually high percentage of
rurally-based population, an extremely high population density, high unemployment rate,
and lack of opportunity for youth as reasons the Interhamwe were so easily recruited.
Yet, these circumstances have not largely improved. Before the genocide, 94% of
Rwanda’s population lived on farming. While the United Nations Population Division
has estimated 14% of the population will be urban by 2030, this unprecedented statistic is
fourth lowest when compared to all other nations, and the first three in this ranking will
have less than 150,000 inhabitants (United Nations Population Division 2002). The
country remains one of the most densely populated (yet highly rural) countries in the
world with a population larger than before the genocide and no increase in land to
support the numbers (Ruxin 2011). As a result, the Rwandan government, “without any
form of popular consultation or act of parliament […] decreed a drastic change in the way
of life of approximately 94% of the population” in its imidugudu (umudugudu, singular)
which forced and ‘dictat[ed] that all Rwandans living in scattered homesteads throughout
the country were to reside in government-created “villages”’ as part of the National
Habitat Policy adopted by the Rwandan cabinet on 13 December, 1996 (Human Rights
Watch 2001). According to Human Rights Watch interviews, ‘one woman in the
northwest still living in the solid home in which she invested all her savings, spoke
bitterly of the order to destroy the only property she has left after years of war – “People
are very sad. This is an act of revenge. It is a vengeance. There is a local official who
supposedly said ‘[Tutsi] left in 1959 and their homes were destroyed then. Why don’t
you want to destroy yours?’ People see this as a subtle form of vengeance”’ (Human
Rights Watch 2001). More recent scholarship on this policy explores the vulnerability of
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those living in imidugudu including a high rate of women headed households, direct
consequence of the genocide, scarce natural resources, weakness of social institutions and
little possibility of non-farm activities (Havugimana 2009). It also comments on the
minimal impacts these housing communities have on their expected results in comparison
to target goals (Isaksson 2011). It seems that the government is certainly facing pressures
from the population and the perceived solutions are causing a degree of animosity among
the populace, a potential source of future motivation to initiate in conflict.
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23 - Ethnic Nationalism
“Existing cultural assumptions of superiority and exclusive dominance by the members of
a particular group facilitate the demonization of outgroups. This is differentiated from
regime-promoted harmful ideologies (see Commitment to a Harmful Ideology) in that
ethnic nationalism is a pre-existing cultural characteristic of a population which may be
exploited by leaders seeking to promote harmful (e.g. exclusionary or antagonistic)
ideologies” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).
Ethnic nationalism has been an important aspect of Rwandan genocide in the past. It is
from this background that desire to eliminate ethnic cleavages. However, by effectively
propagating that “we are all Rwandan” and eliminating any reference of Hutu or Tutsi
publicly, Kagame has the space to purport something potentially far more dangerous than
ethnic nationalism. Making it difficult to identify threats to stability on the surface,
Kagame has created, intentionally or not, effective legal standards eliminate any dissent
from critics questioning a return to ethnic stacking of elite positions in government,
society and the economy. There is a now a legal basis to disallow any questioning
regarding his choices to place in important positions those loyal to his group. Despite the
ease to which “we are all Rwandan” can appeal to the international community, it is not
so different than the context from which the Armenian Genocide lie in which the message
was we are all Turkish30. Such policies make it extremely difficult for research to be
conducted in terms of whether or to what extent such action is being taken to Kagame’s
favor. This does not eliminate the possibility to comment on ethnicity altogether,
however. It seems that while Tutsi certainly have the upper hand in the country and that
policies do help this trend along, they are not altogether eliminated from persecution. It is
likely that if genocide would occur, the genocidaires would be from the majority Hutu
population based on this analysis. Similar to the time of genocide, those who abstain from
partaking in a future genocide, should that happen, would likely also be persecuted.

30

A number of good texts on the Armenian genocide exist: The Burning Tigris: The Armenian Genocide
and America’s Response by Peter Balakian, Forgotten Fire by Adam Bagdasarian, The Armenian
Genocide: Cultural and Ethical Legacies by Richard G. Hovannisian, Warrant for Genocide: Key Elements
of Turko-Armenian Conflict by Vahakn N. Dadrian and Revolution and Genocide: On the Origins of the
Armenian Genocide and the Holocaust by Robert Melson all come highly recommended to me.
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24 - Outgroup(s) Viewed as an Obstacle to Economic Progress
“When members of a dominant group commonly view outgroup members as obstacles to
the acquisition of wealth for the broader society they are more likely to participate in or
tolerate the destruction of the outgroup” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention
2011).
The Rwandan government has been intent upon going against the grain and becoming
economically dominant. While the rural poor, a majority Hutu, are certainly an
impediment, the Rwandan government is eliminating its dependence on agriculture.
Nonetheless, statistics show that 90% of Rwanda’s population relies on subsistence
agriculture (Central Intelligence Agency 2012). If Tutsi indeed continue to receive
unequal bias in regards to tuition assistance (Amnesty International 2004; McLean 2011,
2009) and the government hopes to create a knowledge based technology (Republic of
Rwanda Ministry of Finance and Planning 2000), the importance of this indicator in
regards to its contribution to the possibility of genocide could increase assuming Hutu
feel they receive an unequal share in the nation’s future.
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CONFLICT AND UPHEAVAL
25 - Political Upheaval
“The uprooting of large numbers of people, elites, and/or institutions threatens general
security and provides opportunities for both regimes and their challengers to secure/seize
power, eliminate threats, and/or attempt to change the social order” (Sentinel Project for
Genocide Prevention 2011).
The Human Rights Watch published a telling pamphlet on this subject, detailing the
Rwandan government’s housing policy to uproot thousands from their homes and the
subsequent animosity felt by the populations who now felt their housing was inadequate
and in some cases, felt was a form of revenge (Human Rights Watch 2001). This was
partially detailed on pages 71-72.
Known as the umudugu policy, it has “significantly exacerbated the already intense
adulthood pressures on male and female youth” and its target is that “by 2030, […] 80
percent of the population living on imidugudu,” meaning a large percent of the
population will be destabilized by this national policy (Summers 2012). This has radical
potential to initiate increased control and secure the present social over more firmly as
reports indicate it cuts the social mobility of the younger, future generations especially.
According to the policy, with its strict government regulations that “require all new
houses to be built on an umudugudu, and in a prescribed way,” not only is it very difficult
to obtain an umudugudu plot on which to build a house, but the government also
mandates that all houses on umudugudu must be fairly large, with at least two bedrooms,
mak[ing] the quest toward completing a house virtually impossible for nearly all poor
male youth in rural Rwanda” (Summers 2012). This has been a critical contributor to the
heightened risk of genocide recurrence in Rwanda and indeed will remain so as it affects
individual’s ability to marry, own a home and participate in meaningful activities
regarding family life.
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26 - Conflicts over Status, Power, and Rights
“When subordinate groups demand greater rights and opportunities, the resulting
conflict can lead to genocide with either the protesting group or the dominant group as
potential perpetrators. In the first case, protest can turn into revolt which may, if
successful, lead to mass killings or genocide against the dominant group and others
associated with the former regime. In the second case, protest and rebellion may provoke
reprisal atrocities against the outgroup by the regime. Independence movements create
significant disputes, especially if the seceding group uses no military force and the
government responds with military force” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention
2011).
There seems to be no current systemic pattern of this indicator in Rwanda according to
the author’s knowledge. The Republic of Rwanda Ministry of Finance and Planning
describes the country’s financial future as based on a system “without discrimination”
(Rice 2009) However, it seems this target is not being reached on a practical level.
Minorities at Risk states that “Tutsis in Rwanda are currently an advantaged minority,
holding political and military power” indicating discrimination is indeed present within
the country (Minorities at Risk Project). This sets up the potential for the Hutu as a
subordinate group to “demand greater rights and opportunities” as the indicator suggests
(Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011). Yet, at the same time, the Group
Grievance indicator of the State Failure Index depicts a country that is slowly and
tentatively lowering its measures of “vengeance-seeking group grievance” from, starting
most recently, a score of 8.2, 8.5, 8.7 and 8.5 for the years 2011, 2010, 2009, and 2008
respectively. Continued greater reductions would reduce the importance of this indicator
to the contribution of the possibility of genocide recurrence in Rwanda.
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27 - History of Conflict
“Armed conflict and other crises increase the likelihood of genocide by increasing
intergroup tensions, breaking down inhibitions against killing, and providing
opportunities to eliminate real or perceived threats. Countries that experience 6 years of
conflict within a 25-year period are an average of 15 times more likely to experience a
crisis in the year following that period” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).
While it is now widely understood that the 1994 genocide was not a sudden explosion of
long-held ethnic tensions31 it is perhaps less known that the war’s origins go back, in part,
to a wave of violence from 1959 to 1965. Instability in the country is further destabilized
by internal conflict and violence perpetuated in Burundi – a country of similar ethnic
background.32 The 1963 killings in Rwanda were commented on by British philosopher
Betrand Russell as being “the most horrible and systematic extermination of a people
since the Nazi extermination of the Jews” (Melvern, Linda 2006). Another situation this
time in neighboring Burundi, caused “massacres of unprecedented magnitude” along the
same imposed ethnic labels as in neighboring Rwanda – two countries which were once
one (Melvern, Linda 2006). President Kayibanda used the tragic events in Burudni to
‘conduct a further crackdown against Tutsi in Rwanda and started a campaign to “purify”
the country” but was ousted on July 5, 1973 before such a campaign could reach
realization under his regime (Melvern, Linda 2006). It was after Kayibanda that
Habyarimana took the stage as president to ‘bring stability after the “events”’ only to
create a regime Rwandan genocide scholar Linda Melvern calls an “apartheid” along
ethnic lines (Melvern, Linda 2006). It was, of course, his assassination that played a role
in the commencement of the 1994 genocide (Casòliva 2000; Kindiki. 2001; Thalmann
2008). “What we have seen in Rwanda,” insists Prunier, “is a historical product33, not a
biological fatality or spontaneous bestial outburst” (Prunier, Gérard 1995). Since,
Rwanda has seen one president – Paul Kagame. Evidence points to his human rights
31

See footnote 9
Burundi and Rwanda were one entity as Ruanda-Urundi until only recently, 1962 and the two subsequent
countries have many interlinking features due to this historical background.
33
Starting on page 313, Linda Melvern provides an insightful chronology of events (many of which have
been left out) surrounding Rwanda and Burundi’s Hutu and Tutsi persecution in Conspiracy to Murder:
The Rwandan Genocide
32
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abuses in the Democratic Republic of Congo (United Nations Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights 2010). While reports that evidence has been watered
down to reduce culpability cause great alarm, a United Nations sanctioned report has
nonetheless been labeled as the “most comprehensive and damning official account of
crimes committed in one of Africa's deadliest conflict zones” indicating Kagame’s
responsibility for crimes against humanity (Colum 2010). Put into context, it may startle
one to think why there has not been a greater call to action regarding the possibility of
another genocide in Rwanda.
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28 - History of Genocide
“A history of genocide, whether recent or in the distant past, increases the likelihood of
subsequent genocide by helping to define group identities in terms of victimization by a
neighboring group. This helps those intending to perpetrate genocide build support by
reminding group members of their past victimization. The feelings of fear and anger
created by these memories of past brutality and injustice are often channeled into strong
feelings of the need for group “self-defense” or revenge by eliminating the outgroup”
(Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).
The Rwandan genocide of 1994 sent shock waves across the globe, despite the late
reaction of the international community. While 1994 is the most recognizable and
certainly well-known genocide in Rwanda, the aforementioned mass conflicts have not
escaped questions regarding their potential label of ‘genocide’. Continued conflict in
neighboring Burundi remains to be a concern where admissions of genocide have also
been made, most notably by Belgian authorities. The United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum continues to label Burundi as one of only seven countries worldwide for which
there is a continued risk of genocide (United States Holocaust Memorial Museum). As
scholar Renee Lemarchand explains, the “histories of Rwanda and Burundi are
inseparable from each other […] no other two societies on the continent had more in
common in terms of size, social structure, traditional political systems, and ethnic
configurations” (Lemarchand 2009). The future of Burundi and its past have had in the
past important influences on neighboring Rwanda. When placed in conjunction with the
history outlined in ‘History of Conflict’, these two indicators place a heavy burden on the
international community to place scrutiny on the region, if anything, rather than the
praise which Rwanda’s government seems to continually receive.
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29 - Ongoing Insurgency or Civil War
“The majority of genocides and other mass atrocities have occurred during or shortly
after wars and rebellions. Governments are most likely to perpetrate mass killing when
confronted with insurgencies or engaged in civil wars, especially if the outgroup is a
source of real or perceived support for antigovernment combatants” (Sentinel Project for
Genocide Prevention 2011).
In Chapter 2, it was noted that Barbara Harff’s analysis sees a threat in Hutu militants
outside of Rwanda: “Rwanda is still at risk, an example of countries in which the greatest
threat comes from exclusionary ideology – in this case, the anti-Tutsi ideology of armed
Hutu militants” (Harff 2011). Rwanda’s involvement in the DRC is also a potentially
destabilizing force. No current internal conflict is at present ongoing but the situation in
Burundi and Congo is a potential destabilizer and deserves continued attention. Analysis
conducted my Marcus Curtis, First Lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps serving as policy
analyst intern at the Pentagon’s Office of the Secretary of Defense for African Affairs
paints a provocative conclusion to his research on the possibility of a Rwandan
insurgency into the Democratic Republic of Congo:
“Thus the threat of future conflict between Rwanda and the DRC remains real.
[…]Ultimately, it will be the interplay between the DRC’s attempts to consolidate
power in the midst of a postwar transition and Rwanda’s efforts to maintain
influence in North and South Kivu that will determine prospects for war. Since
these goals are in many ways irreconcilable, the question might not be whether a
third showdown between Rwanda and the DRC will occur, but rather when.”
(Curtis 2005)
While it seems this analysis was correct as Rwanda staged a joint operation to eliminate
Hutu militant extremists in the Congo in 2009, these threats continue to exist against the
Rwandan government and depict a country unafraid of engaging in insurgency. It may
continue to play an important role in the future of Rwanda.
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30 - Large-scale, Nonviolent, Anti-government Protest
“Countries in which large portions of the population have publicly displayed disapproval
of the regime in the period prior to an episode of instability are significantly more likely
to suffer a mass killing during that instability as those which have not experienced such
events” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)
A number of protests have surfaced from the Rwandan diaspora community at times Paul
Kagame visits their country of settlement. This includes peaceful protests in France,
Australia and the United States among others (Akaleta 2011; RwandaNziza1 2011;
RwandaNziza 2011). News sources such as the British broadcasting Corporation and the
New York Times do not indicate large scale, nonviolent, anti-government protests within
Rwanda however. Therefore, this indicator plays a greater role internationally amidst the
Rwandan diaspora community than within Rwanda itself. While this does not mean it’s
impact is meaningless, greater scale of such protests would likely be necessitated before
the waves of such actions would effect a change in the risk of genocide recurrence.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION

Filip Reyntjens, Professor or African law and Politics and Chair at the Insitute of
Development Policy at the University of Antwerp depicts the present Rwanda against
what is commonly fed to the international community. Rwanda’s leadership, vision, and
remarkable development put the country in a space often lauded by important
international actors. Further, Kagame is given red carpet treatment on his frequent
international visits. Rwanda’s depiction as a ‘model’ (Clinton 2009)34 and ‘donor darling’
(Marysse, Stefaan 2007) paint a façade over the overwhelming evidence of Kagame’s
responsibility for war crimes and crimes against humanity. The international community
ignores Rwanda’s hardline position on human rights in recognition of their own guilt in
the 1994 genocide and allows space for Kagame’s interpretation of human rights. As
NATO killed Gaddhafi for his human rights abuses, its members praise Kagame in his
economic development. The fact that Hutu are “brought to justice” while all but a small
number of Tutsi are virtually un-prosecutable has not seemed to alarm the international
community to any great extent. In Rwanda, divisions in ethnicities existed. They are not
currently mentionable in any form of public reference but they have not ceased to exist.
They are a part of identity. These divisions in and of themselves do not create a situation
of concern in Rwanda. However, the policies in Rwanda have been devised with the
outcome of potentially drawing a larger and larger gap between differences between the
groups, causing a situation of grave concern. The Sentinel Project’s method of analysis
allows for the drawing out of the implications of eliminating French in schools, the
ethnicity-biased FARG assistance application in some cases as well as the implications
of providing cards to those that receive it, the imudugudu housing policy and the
illustration of a country with continuing economic inequality, relying on a revolutionizing
of the economy while at the same time provided with statistics on an economy

34

When Kagame received a Global Citizen Award in 2009, the statement of the Clinton Foundation read as follows: ‘From crisis,
President Kagame has forged a strong, unified and growing nation with the potential to become a model for the rest of Africa and the
world’
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increasingly reliant on the outside world and a population that is only growing from its
stress-inducing size previous to the genocide.
In a country whose last genocide was called “the most horrible and systematic human
massacre we have had occasion to witness since the extermination of the Jews by the
Nazis,” (Keane, F. 1996) and in a world that has determined its commitment to the
prevention of all such atrocities (Ghali 1997), Rwanda deserves no less attention to the
possibility of genocide than any other country. In fact, recognizing that prior
genocide/politicide is an important contributor to the possibility of genocide occurrence
and that the 1994 genocide was in part a product of previous mass exterminations in the
country, with ethnic lines again playing a role, it should be shocking that the amount of
scholarship on the possibility of Rwanda having another genocide is so lacking. At the
time of this thesis’ submission, violence in the Democratic Republic of Congo near the
Rwanda and Uganda borders is sending large numbers of refugees into Rwanda, making
this analysis all the more relevant (Clottey 2012; Hofer 2012; Irin 2012; Kagire 2012;
Terrill 2012) . Being labeled “region’s refugee nightmare,” such population displacement
has the possibility of creating severe instability as the largely poor Rwandan majority will
face competition for the already limited land mass (Banks 2012). In the author’s own
opinion, Rwanda is not at the stage it was in 1993; but analysis of the country provides a
picture that could potentially have genocide in as little as ten years should these cleavages
continue along perceived lines of the Hutu/Tutsi dynamic which, while complicated and
messy, still exists in Rwandan’s minds today.
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CHAPTER 5: MODELS IN CONTRAST
Despite the acclaim that has followed the Barbara Harff model as “hav[ing] developed
the most systematic risk assessments of genocide” (Harff 2009), its application in the
case of Rwanda illustrates serious flaws. Employed to contemporary Rwanda, the model
illustrates a country at the same level for risk of genocide as at the height of bloodshed in
1994. More importantly, the model does little to highlight day by day, month by month
or even year by year changes in this possibility for or against genocide occurrence. Harff
herself admits some of the model’s obstacles, stating that “indicators of ethnic and
religious cleavages had ambiguous results [in which] once ethnic and other wars have
begun, discrimination does not help explain which of them are likely to lead to
geno/politicide” (Harff 2003). This is a significant burden on the model as its usefulness
lies not only in identifying cases of potential genocide, but also in helping to inform
policy making decisions. The model’s contrast to the Sentinel Project illustrates a
competing early warning model with greater detail, utilization of technology in creating
visually-appealing support mechanisms to quantitative and qualitative annual risk
assessments which provide for a better early warning model. To illustrate this point
simply, the Barbara Harff risk assessment model could have in no way informed policy
makers to block radio broadcasts – seen as a critical element of the 1994 genocide35 –
while the application of the Sentinel Project’s model may very well have done so.

The Sentinel Project risk assessment is of great value to policy makers, non-profits and,
most importantly, the targets of a potential genocide. It’s commitment to local
populations illustrate a model that is meant to truly help those at risk and at the same
time, combat the late response of the international community that let Rwanda down in
1994. The research friendly nature of the design can only contribute to the continued
advancement of early warning models and public knowledge of the situation in those

35

“Radio broadcasts clearly played a central role in inciting and implementing
the 1994 Rwandan genocide” (Metzl 1997).
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countries to which it is applied. Its utilization and presence in the field of genocide early
warning models is an important academic and activist precedent.
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APPENDIX
Scholarly Basis for each of the Sentinel Project’s Risk Factors
Degree of Democracy
“Compliance with democratic norms such as protecting rights and freedoms and
ensuring citizen participation in government reduces the risk of genocide. Autocratic
governments are more likely to use violence and coercion to quell internal opposition
while established democracies tend to tolerate political participation, including
violent protests” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).



Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Systematic Early Warning of Humanitarian
Emergencies,” Journal of Peace Research, 35(5): 551-579.
Ausink, J.A. & P.H. Baker. “State Collapse and Ethnic Violence: Toward a
Predictive Model,” PARAMETERS - US Army War College Quarterly, 1996
(Spring): 19-31.

State Security Agencies Operate with Few Constraints
“Security forces that operate with some degree of independence from legal or
regulatory oversight are much more likely to commit serious human rights violations.
This increases the risk of genocide because they may react to threats by committing
mass atrocities. The risk is even greater if the forces in question are committed to a
harmful ideology or the personal dominance of a ruler or elite” (Sentinel Project for
Genocide Prevention 2011).


Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Systematic Early Warning of Humanitarian
Emergencies.”
 Ausink, J.A. & P.H. Baker. “State Collapse and Ethnic Violence: Toward a
Predictive Model.”
Isolation from International Community
“Isolation from interaction with other states makes regimes less predictable in their
actions. There are few avenues for sanction in this case, therefore such regimes lack
incentive to conform to accepted norms because they perceive a lower cost for
violations. This may increase the risk of genocide when such regimes are faced with
internal challenges and feel they have more freedom to use violent repression”
(Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011).



Baum, Steven K. The Psychology of Genocide: Perpetrators, Bystanders, and
Rescuers. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008).
Ulfelder, Jay and Benjamin Valentino. “Assessing Risks of State-Sponsored
Mass Killing.” Political Instability Task Force, February 2008.
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High Level Military Expenditure
“Military spending levels relative to population size reveal how security is prioritized
in a given state. It may also provide context to the perception of threats and indicate
the level of influence wielded by the military. High levels of expenditure make the
military more likely to be used as a first choice for addressing threats or resolving
conflict” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Querido, Chyanda. “State-Sponsored Mass Killing in African Wars - Greed or
Grievance?” International Advances in Economic Research, 15:351-361
(2009).
Frequent Changes in Political Leadership
“There is a correlation between frequent leadership changes and an increased
likelihood of mass killing. This link may be due to unstable elites with unconsolidated
authority who will resort to mass killing in order to retain power if threatened, as
where more entrenched regimes may not feel this is necessary. Regimes which have
come to power through violence may also be more sensitive to internal threats and
overreact to any challenges” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Ulfelder, Jay & Benjamin Valentino. “Assessing Risks of State-Sponsored
Mass Killings.”
Orientation Towards Force and Coercion to Seize and Maintain Power
“Elites accustomed to using violence in response to challenges to their power are
more likely to use coercion against real or perceived threats. This may escalate into
mass atrocities and genocide, which are more likely to be viewed as acceptable
measures” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Systematic Early Warning of Humanitarian
Emergencies.”
 Charny, Israel. “An Early Warning System Can Prevent Genocide,”
Contemporary Issues Companion: Genocide. William Dudley, ed. (San
Diego: Greenhaven Press, 2001).
Commitment to Harmful Ideology
“Regimes are more likely to commit genocide when they subscribe to belief systems
that justify the dominance or expansion of specific groups which are viewed as
superior or the subjection of others who are seen as inferior. Such ideologies may be
exclusionary, antagonistic, or revolutionary in nature and generally promote the
separation of groups, hostility between them, and dehumanization of outgroup
members. These messages may lead to genocide by psychologically preparing people
to participate in the persecution and killing of target groups or to stand idly by while
others do so” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)
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Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Systematic Early Warning of Humanitarian
Emergencies.”
 Fein, Helen “Genocide - A Sociological Perspective” (chapter), Genocide: An
Anthropological Reader. Alexander Laban Hinton, ed. (Malden: Blackwell
Publishers, 2002), pp. 74-90.
 Staub, Ervin. “Genocide and Mass Killing: Their Roots and Prevention”
(chapter), Peace, Conflict, and Violence: Peace Psychology for the 21st
Century. D.J. Christie, R.V. Wagner, and D.D. Winter, eds., (Upper Saddle
River: Prentice Hall, 2001).
 Charny, Israel. “An Early Warning System Can Prevent Genocide.”
Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Toward an Empirical Theory of Genocides and
Politicides: Identification and Measurement of Cases Since 1945,”
International Studies Quarterly, 32(3): 359-371 (September 1988).
Charismatic Leadership that Generates Mass Followership
“This is particularly dangerous when the leadership appeals to intangibles such as
national pride, prestige, or communal group (e.g. racial or ethnic) consciousness. It
increases the likelihood of genocide by encouraging members of the dominant group
to become either active perpetrators or passive bystanders if victimization and killing
begin” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Systematic Early Warning of Humanitarian
Emergencies.”
Degree of Freedom of Speech
“The degree to which individuals, institutions, and the media are able to speak freely
and criticize the government is a good indicator of the level of freedom in broader
society. Lower levels of freedom correlate to a higher risk of genocide as the
government is able to act more freely with members of civil society being able to
publicize and condemn these actions (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Note: This risk factor was not derived from any specific source(s); it was
extrapolated from a general understanding of the conditions common to
authoritarian and genocidal regimes.
Installation of Newly Created Regime
“This may lead to genocidal acts against minority groups, particularly if the new
regime is revolutionary in nature and minority groups are somehow associated with
the former regime (either in reality or perception)” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention 2011)
 Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Toward an Empirical Theory of Genocides and
Politicides: Identification and Measurement of Cases Since 1945.”
Ruling Group Deems Outgroup Dangerous
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“This may raise the likelihood of retributive genocide if there is a minority group
which poses a real or perceived threat to the ruling elite” (Sentinel Project for
Genocide Prevention 2011).


Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Toward an Empirical Theory of Genocides and
Politicides: Identification and Measurement of Cases Since 1945.”
Severe Government Discrimination or Active Repression Against Communal Groups
“Governments that practice discrimination or active repression against communal
groups have been found to be significantly more likely to perpetrate mass killings
than governments that do not. This suggests that governments which have
demonstrated a willingness to use such measures against their citizens during periods
of stability are more likely to resort to even more extreme measures during crises.
This may also increase the likelihood of inter-group violence as disenfranchised
groups try to access resources and the regime tries to suppress them” (Sentinel
Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Ulfelder, Jay & Benjamin Valentino. “Assessing Risks of State-Sponsored
Mass Killings.”
Exclusive Group Based Rule
“Regimes with a support base rooted exclusively in one communal group are likely to
lead to discriminatory practices by the regime which will create popular resentment
and threaten regime security. This threat (real or perceived) may make the regime
more likely to use violence to defend itself against opposition” (Sentinel Project for
Genocide Prevention 2011)


Fein, Helen & Barbara Harff. “Early Warning” (article), Encyclopedia of
Genocide and Crimes Against Humanity, Volume 3, (Detroit: MacMillan
Reference, 2005).
Economic Status of Regime
“Economic status depends upon the number and value of resources within a state.
High status states with low international economic interdependence will have greater
freedom to deal with internal opponents as they wish. The greater economic
interdependence of low-status regimes may decrease their freedom of action against
internal minorities and political opponents” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention)


Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Systematic Early Warning of Humanitarian
Emergencies.”
Long Term Difficult Life Conditions
“Life conditions refer to quality-of-life factors such as human and material security.
Intense, long-term life problems in a society increase the likelihood of intergroup
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violence and severe economic problems are a powerful source of social cleavage and
upheaval. Countries with widespread poverty have been shown to be at higher risk of
experiencing violent crises than wealthier states” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention 2011)


Staub, Ervin. “Genocide and Mass Killing: Their Roots and Prevention.”



O'Brien, Sean P. “Anticipating the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly,” The Journal
of Conflict Resolution, 46(6): 791-811 (December 2002).
Sudden and Severe Economic Hardship
“Sudden shifts in national productivity may reduce a state’s capacity to distribute
resources equitably. A sudden downturn may rapidly escalate hostilities and trigger
intergroup violence if long-term economic instability has already strained racial,
ethnic, or religious relationships” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Systematic Early Warning of Humanitarian
Emergencies.”
 Keeler, J.A. “Genocide: Prevention Through Nonmilitary Measures,” Military
Law Review, 2002 (Vol. 171): 135-191.
 Ausink, J.A. & P.H. Baker. “State Collapse and Ethnic Violence: Toward a
Predictive Model.”
Socio-Economic Deprivation Combined with Group Based Inequality
“Widespread poverty increases the likelihood of popular support for political
opposition and rebel groups that promise redistribution of wealth, especially when
such wealth is present but hoarded by the elite or reserved for distribution to a
particular communal group. Intergroup violence and mass atrocities also become
more likely when one group is perceived to have an economic advantage over others,
even if it is a non-ruling group. Such relative deprivation can be a powerful source of
resentment to be exploited by either regime or opposition leaders” (Sentinel Project
for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Ausink, J.A. & P.H. Baker. “State Collapse and Ethnic Violence: Toward a
Predictive Model.”
 Chalk, Frank & Romeo Dallaire. “Mobilizing the Will to Intervene:
Leadership and Action to Prevent Mass Atrocities” (report), Montreal
Institute for Genocide and Human Rights Studies, September 2009.
 Nathan, Laurie. “The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse: The Structural
Causes of Violence in Africa.”
Existence of Distinctive Groups Separated by Social Divisions
“Genocide requires the separation of an outgroup from the dominant group for
victimization. The existence of distinct groups that generally vote or believe as
groups facilitates such intergroup violence and possibly genocide by encouraging
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individuals to view members of groups other than their own as fundamentally
different. Conflicts are especially likely to occur if racial or ethnic groups become so
intertwined with the general population that individuals do not vote or believe
independently. The more traits that people share the stronger their group identity will
be, which is also strengthened through shared experiences of repression” (Sentinel
Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)



Keeler, J.A. “Genocide: Prevention Through Nonmilitary Measures.”
Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Systematic Early Warning of Humanitarian
Emergencies.”
Cultural Deprivation of Outgroup
“This practice differentiates between majority society and the outgroup and
denigrates the value of the latter. This may be done to strengthen the identity or
increase the esteem of the dominant group by elevating it over another, or to justify
the lesser status or rights of the outgroup. Such denigration of the outgroup usually
builds upon the prior denial of their equality and/or humanity. Such devaluation may
be culturally-based and longstanding or a more recent phenomenon” (Sentinel
Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)



Staub, Ervin. “Genocide and Mass Killing: Their Roots and Prevention.”
Fein, Helen. Genocide: A Sociological Perspective. (London: Sage
Publications, 1993).
Prior Persecution of Outgroup
“In most instances of genocide, there is a gradual progression of thoughts and
actions to the ultimate extermination, which is a process that may begin long before
the ultimate perpetrators arrive or become active. Such prior abuses encourage
increasingly harmful acts by the dominant group. Therefore, outgroups that have
suffered persecution in the past are more likely to be targeted for genocide” (Sentinel
Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Staub, Ervin. “Genocide and Mass Killing: Their Roots and Prevention.”

Legacy of Intergroup Hatred or Grievance
“Groups that feel insecurity and mistrust towards another group are more likely to
respond to real or perceived threats with violence, which they will view as defensive
aggression. Leaders planning to commit genocide will find such pre-existing hostility
to be a powerful tool in building support for their cause by reminding their group of
the dangers posed by the outgroup (as well as past atrocities committed against
them). Feelings of fear and anger encouraged this way can then be forged into
forceful feelings of group identity that lead to genocide based on “self-defense” (kill
them before they kill us) or revenge. This underlies many conflicts, with aggrieved
groups often invoking unresolved injustices that may date back centuries” (Sentinel
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Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)




Staub, Ervin. “Genocide and Mass Killing: Their Roots and Prevention.”
Keeler, J.A. “Genocide: Prevention through Nonmilitary Measures.”
Ausink, J.A. & P.H. Baker. “State Collapse and Ethnic Violence: Toward a
Predictive Model.”
Population Growth and Youth Bulge
“Demographic stresses are a significant risk factor for genocide, particularly in
struggling economies with young populations. Such conditions often result in large
numbers of unemployed, disillusioned youth who are prone to being swept up in
unrest and present ideal recruitment targets for extremist groups and militias which
might perpetrate atrocities” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Chalk, Frank & Romeo Dallaire. Mobilizing the Will to Intervene: Leadership
and Action to Prevent Mass Atrocities.
Ethnic Nationalism
“Existing cultural assumptions of superiority and exclusive dominance by the
members of a particular group facilitate the demonization of outgroups. This is
differentiated from regime-promoted harmful ideologies (see Commitment to a
Harmful Ideology) in that ethnic nationalism is a pre-existing cultural characteristic
of a population which may be exploited by leaders seeking to promote harmful (e.g.
exclusionary or antagonistic) ideologies” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention
2011)


Chalk, Frank & Romeo Dallaire. Mobilizing the Will to Intervene: Leadership
and Action to Prevent Mass Atrocities.
Outgroup Viewed as an Obstacle to Economic Progress
“When members of a dominant group commonly view outgroup members as
obstacles to the acquisition of wealth for the broader society they are more likely to
participate in or tolerate the destruction of the outgroup” (Sentinel Project for
Genocide Prevention 2011)


Chalk, Frank & Romeo Dallaire. Mobilizing the Will to Intervene: Leadership
and Action to Prevent Mass Atrocities.
Political Upheaval
“The uprooting of large numbers of people, elites, and/or institutions threatens
general security and provides opportunities for both regimes and their challengers to
secure/seize power, eliminate threats, and/or attempt to change the social order”
(Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Systematic Early Warning of Humanitarian
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Emergencies.”
Conflicts over Status, Power, Rights
“When subordinate groups demand greater rights and opportunities, the resulting
conflict can lead to genocide with either the protesting group or the dominant group
as potential perpetrators. In the first case, protest can turn into revolt which may, if
successful, lead to mass killings or genocide against the dominant group and others
associated with the former regime. In the second case, protest and rebellion may
provoke reprisal atrocities against the outgroup by the regime. Independence
movements create significant disputes, especially if the seceding group uses no
military force and the government responds with military force” (Sentinel Project for
Genocide Prevention 2011)
 Staub, Ervin. “Genocide and Mass Killing: Their Roots and Prevention.”
 Keeler, J.A. “Genocide: Prevention Through Nonmilitary Measures.”
History of Conflict
“Armed conflict and other crises increase the likelihood of genocide by increasing
intergroup tensions, breaking down inhibitions against killing, and providing
opportunities to eliminate real or perceived threats. Countries that experience 6
years of conflict within a 25-year period are an average of 15 times more likely to
experience a crisis in the year following that period” (Sentinel Project for Genocide
Prevention 2011)
 O'Brien, Sean P. “Anticipating the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly.”
History of Genocide
“A history of genocide, whether recent or in the distant past, increases the likelihood
of subsequent genocide by helping to define group identities in terms of victimization
by a neighboring group. This helps those intending to perpetrate genocide build
support by reminding group members of their past victimization. The feelings of fear
and anger created by these memories of past brutality and injustice are often
channeled into strong feelings of the need for group “self-defense” or revenge by
eliminating the outgroup” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)
 Keeler, J.A. “Genocide: Prevention Through Nonmilitary Measures.”
 Fein, Helen & Barbara Harff. “Early Warning.”
Ongoing Insurgency or Civil War
“The majority of genocides and other mass atrocities have occurred during or
shortly after wars and rebellions. Governments are most likely to perpetrate mass
killing when confronted with insurgencies or engaged in civil wars, especially if the
outgroup is a source of real or perceived support for antigovernment combatants”
(Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)
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Harff, Barbara & T.R. Gurr. “Toward an Empirical Theory of Genocides and
Politicides: Identification and Measurement of Cases since 1945.
 Ulfelder, Jay & Benjamin Valentino. “Assessing Risks of State-Sponsored
Mass Killings.”
Large Scale, Non-violent Anti-government Protest
“Countries in which large portions of the population have publicly displayed
disapproval of the regime in the period prior to an episode of instability are
significantly more likely to suffer a mass killing during that instability as those which
have not experienced such events” (Sentinel Project for Genocide Prevention 2011)


Ulfelder, Jay & Benjamin Valentino. “Assessing Risks of State-Sponsored
Mass Killings.”

Table 5: Scholarly Basis for each of the Sentinel Project’s Risk Factors
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